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ILS explores cap and trade, credits system over 1.2^ ' 
to solve printing woes 
KATIE AILES 
STAFF WRITER 
Over the last month, Information 
and Library Services (ILS) has replaced 
several printers across campus and col¬ 
lected data for analysis from the “print 
and release” system. These efforts seek 
to address frustrations surrounding mal¬ 
functioning printers and look into ways 
that our current printing system can be 
improved. 
Printers A and B in Ladd Library 
were replaced on March 31 when both 
were no longer practically functional. 
There are plans in place to add a new 
color printer and a fourth black-and- 
white printer to the Ladd Help Desk 
over Short Term. “We expect students 
will see better performance and in¬ 
creased reliability with the new print¬ 
ers,” said Director of User Services An¬ 
drew White. 
The Information Services Advisory 
Committee (ISAC) has formed a sub- 
Five professors 
awarded tenure 
by College 
MICHAELA BRADY 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bates College Board ofTrustees 
announced tenure for five College fac¬ 
ulty members: Helen C. Boucher, Gina 
A. Fatone, Christine McDowell, Karen 
Melvin and Hiroya Miura. According 
to a College press release, these faculty 
members awarded with tenure will be 
promoted from Assistant to Associate 
Professors at the start of the Colleges 
next fiscal year, in July. 
Helen C. Boucher of the Psychol¬ 
ogy Department has taught at Bates 
for six years. Recently, Boucher served 
as co-professor on the Fall Semester 
Abroad (FSA) program to Japan with 
Professor of Japanese Language Sarah 
Strong. “Tenure for me, means that 
I’ve been accepted into a community of 
scholars. It’s a big deal when a group of 
your peers evaluate you and decide they 
want to keep you around for the rest of 
your career,” noted Boucher. Boucher 
hopes to extend her areas of research 
now that she has more flexibility to ex¬ 
periment. 
Gina Fatone from the Department 
of Music has taught at Bates for seven 
years and directs the Bates College 
Gamelan Orchestra. Fatone earned her 
doctorate in ethnomusicology, the study 
of how people make music meaningful 
and useful in their lives. At Bates, Fa¬ 
tone is interested in how cognitive sci¬ 
ence can inform a person’s understand¬ 
ing of musical experience as a form of 
non-linguistic thinking. Receiving ten¬ 
ure will allow Fatone to increase the vis¬ 
ibility of arts as an academic discipline 
at Bates, she said. “I can maintain my 
personal commitments to globally ori¬ 
ented music teaching, performance, and 
interdisciplinary research activity,” Fa¬ 
tone explained. “In each of these areas, 
tenure gives me the freedom to think 
long term and reset my priorities.” 
Christine McDowell, a member of 
the Department of Theater and Rheto¬ 
ric, has worked at Bates for five years 
and is responsible for the design of sets 
See TENURE, PAGE 4 
committee comprised of White, ILS 
Vice President Gene Wiemers, ISAC 
Chair Professor of Mathematics Chip 
Ross, Denas Marcinkevicius T4 and 
Qasim Mahmood ’13. They are current¬ 
ly analyzing the information gathered 
by the print and release system, which 
records which individual print how 
many pages. The subcommittee recently 
concluded that our printers are being 
worked way over their capacity, which is 
a primary cause behind frequent break¬ 
downs. 
Collectively, the public printers 
at Bates, not including administrative 
printers, print over 3.5 million pages 
per year. Ladd A’s recommended print- 
age is 90,000 pages per month, but it 
is currently churning out approximately 
1.2 million copies per year, or around 
130,000 pages per month. 
“These printers are the most pow¬ 
erful ones you can buy anywhere, but 
we are working them far overtime,” 
Marcinkevicius noted. 
PALO PEIRCE 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
A celebrated pianist, a renowned 
Harvard Dean and a prolific engineer 
will receive honorary degrees at this 
year’s 145th Commencement ceremo¬ 
nies, which take place on Sunday, May 
29th on the College’s Historic Quad. 
Bates Artist in Residence and Lec¬ 
turer in Music Frank Glazer, 96, made 
his musical debut in New York in 1963 
at the age of 21, under the tutelage of 
legendary pianist Artur Schnabel. He 
has performed innumerable solo, cham¬ 
ber and orchestral concerts and created 
over 60 recordings, two of which were 
released by Bates in 2010. Adopting a 
relaxed piano hand position, Glazer has 
sustained his extended musical career 
while peers have suffered hand prob¬ 
lems. He arrived at Bates in 1977 and 
became an artist-in-residence in 1980 
after a successful teaching job at the 
Eastman School of Music from 1965 to 
1977. Glazer has become more prolific 
Clubs printing posters and other 
promotional materials place addi¬ 
tional strain on the public system. 
Marcinkevicius encouraged club lead¬ 
ers to use their allotted promotional 
budgets to print from the designated 
printer in office services located in the 
basement of Lane Hall. In the future, 
he plans to collaborate with the Student 
Government (BCSG) to create guide¬ 
lines for clubs so that they can produce 
promotional materials without strain¬ 
ing campus printers. 
Furthermore, while 80 percent of 
students print reasonably at fewer than 
500 pages per year, the other one fifth 
prints excessively and is responsible for 
60 percent of the total printing on cam¬ 
pus. The data from the printer release 
system revealed that some individual 
students are printing up to 15,000 pages 
every year, according to White. “There 
are a relatively small number of students 
who are responsible for most of the wear 
and tear on the printing equipment, 
with age, performing all 32 Beethoven 
sonatas in the academic school year of 
2009 to 2010. Most recently he has held 
semi-weekly concerts, entitled “Sundays 
with Schubert.” 
Dean of Harvard College and Bar¬ 
bara Gutman Rosenkrantz Professor of 
History of Science and of African and 
African American studies Evelynn M. 
Hammonds is an acclaimed scholar 
with academic interests ranging from 
gender in science and medicine to Afri¬ 
can American history. She has published 
numerous scholarly articles, including 
“The Nature of Difference: Sciences of 
Race in the United States from Jefferson 
to Genomics” (MIT Press, 2008) as the 
co-editor with Chair of Bates’ program 
in Women and Gender Studies Profes¬ 
sor Rebecca M. Herzig. Hammond re¬ 
ceived her doctorate in the History of 
Science from Harvard, a master’s degree 
in physics from Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology( MIT), a bachelor’s de¬ 
gree in electrical engineering from the 
raising costs to all,” White explained. 
While ILS recognizes that some stu¬ 
dents are required to print many pages 
for their course work or theses, adminis¬ 
trators consider anything above 10,000 
pages per year unreasonable. 
One option that the subcommittee 
is considering to curtail excessive printer 
use down is to implement individual 
caps on printing. The plan would likely 
not affect the 80 percent of students 
who keep their printer usage to under 
500 pages per year. Rather, it would 
curb the irresponsible habits of the mi¬ 
nority in which excessive printing prac¬ 
tices are concentrated. If enacted, this 
system could resemble Bowdoin’s “al¬ 
location, then charge” system. Accord¬ 
ing to the Bowdoin library Web site, 
“each semester, students receive a $60 
credit - equivalent to 750 black-and- 
white, double-sided sheets,” the Web 
site explained. Bowdoin implemented 
this policy after reviewing data from 
their own printer release system, which 
Georgia Institute of Technology( GIT) 
and a bachelor’s degree in physics from 
Spelman College. From 2003 to 2005, 
she was designated a Sigma Xi Distin¬ 
guished Lecturer by Sigma Xi, The Sci¬ 
entific Research Society. 
Robert S. Langer, the David H. 
Koch Institute Professor, at Massachu¬ 
setts Institute of Technology (MIT) has 
760 patents issued or pending world¬ 
wide for products used by more than 
220 pharmaceutical, chemical, biotech¬ 
nology and medical device companies. 
Langer has written over 1,100 scholarly 
articles and has been awarded over 180 
awards including the 2008 Millennium 
Prize and 2006 United States National 
Medal of Science. He has also served as 
the Chairman of the United States Food 
and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Sci¬ 
ence Board from 1999 to 2002. Langer 
received his bachelor’s degree and doc¬ 
torate degree in chemical engineering 
from Cornell University and MIT, re¬ 
spectively. 
showed that the 750 page allocation for 
each student would meet the needs of 
82 percent of students with no notable 
change in printing habits. 
Another option is a cap-and-trade 
policy, under which a student with 
heavy printing needs could trade cred¬ 
its with a friend who has light printing 
needs to balance out their combined us¬ 
age. 
ILS is looking at multiple ways to 
keep printer costs low and Bates’ system 
running at full efficiency. They have 
switched to a new, more environmen¬ 
tally friendly paper, which has resulted 
in $15,000 in savings alone. However, 
the paper, which is slightly thinner, 
has caused more frequent printer jams, 
White noted. ILS has also proposed that 
students refrain from printing as many 
materials and instead work on one of 
Ladd’s two Kindles instead. Currently 
there is a 12-week waiting list for the 
See PRINTING, PAGE 4 
College receives 
record number 
of applications 
PALO PEIRCE 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
The admissions cycle for the Class 
of 2015 has drawn to a close, boasting 
5,195 first-year and 165 transfer appli¬ 
cations, record numbers for the Col¬ 
lege. This year slightly edged the Class 
of 2012’s 5,098 first-year and 192 trans¬ 
fer student applications. The Class 
of 2014 had 4,518 first-year and 165 
transfer applications while the Class 
of 2013 received 4,767 first-year and 
146 transfer applications. “The record 
number of applications engaged the 
Admission staff in a more competitive 
and Complex selection process this year 
because with more applications there 
were more opportunities to increase 
academic quality and diversity for the 
next first-year class,” Dean of Admis¬ 
sions Wylie Mitchell said in an email to 
The Student. 
The trend of increased online sub¬ 
missions of the Common Application 
continued to rise for applicants for the 
Class of 2015. This year, 98 percent of 
the applicants submitted their Com¬ 
mon Application online, according to 
Mitchell. Another consistent feature of 
the Class of 2015 is that the percentage 
of female applicants was in line with the 
six year historical average, which has 
remained constant at an estimated 56 
percent, he noted. 
The enrollment target for all rounds 
of admission including Regular, Early 
Decision (ED I and II) and Transfer was 
determined by the Enrollment Plan¬ 
ning Group (EPG), a multi-departmen¬ 
tal administrative committee. Of the 
EGP’s fall target of 500 first year and 
20 transfer students, 237 students were 
admitted in the first two rounds of ED, 
Mitchell said. “Assuming we hit the 500 
first year target, 47 percent of the Class 
of the 2015 will have been admitted via 
ED,” he said. 
Members of the Admissions Com¬ 
mittee have worked from November 
through February, reading, reviewing 
See CLASS, PAGE 4 
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Students must strive 
to live in the present 
RACHEL ZOE BAUMANN 
ASSISTANT EDITOR 
With the April fool’s snowstorm 
that we just had, Batesies seem to be 
dragging their toes, or winter boots, 
into what seems like a very slow start 
to spring. No one wants to take finals, 
no one wants to talk about finals, and 
everyone wants Short Term. What else 
is new? 
It seems fair to say that the majority 
of students on campus have reached a 
place where there is just too much to 
do, and many feel the need to get away. 
It is scary, actually. Just last Thurs¬ 
day, I attended the admissions Phone- 
a-thon, where current students call ac¬ 
cepted students to congratulate them 
and ask them if they have any questions 
about Bates. On Thursday alone, 368 
calls were made. 
Walking out of the Phone-a-thon, 
I found myself in a bit of a trance. Did 
I just answer questions about Bates for 
incoming students? How much do I 
really know about Bates if I’m only a 
freshman? My confusion continued for 
the next 24 hours, when I continued to 
ask myself if it was truly April and if 
there could really be a new, incoming 
freshman class? 
Fewer than 24 hours later, I attend¬ 
ed the Tenth Annual Mt. David Sum¬ 
mit, where more than 350 fellow stu¬ 
dents were presenting and performing 
their various works. As I walked around 
the atrium in P-gill admiring the count¬ 
less hours of effort the seniors invested 
in their theses, I once again started to 
feel as though I was in a trance. In fewer 
than 24 hours, I saw the beginning and 
the end: I called incoming freshmen to 
welcome them to Bates and I saw se¬ 
niors presenting their theses. 
I have to admit, I wasn’t sure how 
or where exacdy I fit in that scheme. 
Somewhere in the middle? Near the 
beginning? The seniors seemed too old 
and choosing a college seemed like too 
long ago. 
Seeing many of the theses, al¬ 
though a litde frightening, reminds you 
that it will be okay because everyone 
does it. It’s just going by quicker than I 
had imagined. 
The truth is, we are living in a litde 
microcosm where people really do not 
understand how fast time flies. You are 
working really hard and everyone else 
around you seems to be working just as 
hard or harder. 
Perhaps time flies by because we 
are so cold and isolated. That was a bit 
of dark humor. But really, we are insu¬ 
lated in this Bates cocoon, which is nice, 
but it’s still a cocoon. When we come 
up for a breath of fresh air — or realize 
that everyone is presenting their theses 
— it’s April and it’s almost over. Or it’s 
May and we’re graduating. 
Within this miniature world, we 
have to find a way to avoid getting 
caught up in always reaching or search¬ 
ing for the next thing. We want the 
next break, we want to finish the next 
test, we want lab to be over, we want 
Short Term. Yes, it is okay to want these 
things. We just have to find a balance 
where we can live comfortably in the 
present, acknowledging that this college 
thing is going by too fast to just stare 
mindlessly at the next deadline. 
It is definitely shocking. Just think 
for a minute. President Obama has 
already been president for two years 
and three months. Doesn’t it seem like 
a year? And just think about this year 
alone -— in many ways it has been a 
horrendous one: the tsunami, the earth¬ 
quakes, the nuclear emergency, the on¬ 
going economic turmoil, the endless 
wars, the Arab world up in flames, the 
BP oil spill in the Gulf, and so much 
more. 
In our high stress world, it’s ex¬ 
ceedingly difficult to live in the present, 
but nonetheless it’s necessary to try. As 
that famous philosopher Dumbledore 
warned Harry Potter, “Time is making 
fools of us again.” And it is! 
I was reminded of Dylan Thom¬ 
as’ poem, “Fern Hill,” after those two 
days of feeling out of sync. When we 
were children, we did not have a con¬ 
cept of time. We just lived. As Thomas 
wrote, “And wake to the farm forever 
fled from the childless land. /Oh as I 
was young and easy in the mercy of his 
means, /Time held me green and dy¬ 
ing/ Though I sang in my chains like 
the sea.” 
Maybe Mt. David is our Fern Hill 
on this beautiful campus. We feel young 
and easy and a little bit free. I’m going 
to try to step outside myself and stop 
doing the same thing every day. Life can 
get so repetitive when it should be the 
least repetitive thing out there. Let’s not 
get chained down. 
Sometimes, we feel like we need to 
be somewhere but don’t really know 
where. And even if you feel like you 
need to be somewhere and you don’t 
really know where, stay a little longer 
because, chances are, you probably have 
nowhere you really need to be except 
the place where you are now. I don’t 
want time to make a fool out of me. 
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Putting environmentally 
friendly talk into action 
ERIN BOURGAULT 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Recently, ecological concern—la¬ 
beled “being green”—has become 
widespread, trendy and fashionable. Is 
“being green” more about helping the 
environment or following a popular 
trend? Walking around the Bates cam¬ 
pus, you can’t help but notice students 
carrying nalgenes, wearing Sustainable 
Bates bags, re-using old notebooks, and 
talking about organic or locally grown 
food. 
In general, I feel as though many 
Batesies try to act in environmentally 
friendly ways. But there is a danger¬ 
ous assumption that because we go to 
Bates, which is known as an environ- 
mentally-conscious school, everyone 
genuinely cares about the environment. 
It’s a given, right? 
It frustrates me to see someone 
wearing a “Go Green” t-shirt or tote 
bag throw paper in the trashcan instead 
of the recycling bin. The recycling bin 
and trashcan are right next to each oth¬ 
er for a reason. Or when students buy 
organic clothing or shoes made from 
recycled material without acknowledg¬ 
ing that over-consumption is a serious 
environmental problem. 
Last year, the EcoReps conducted 
a waste audit in front of Commons, 
searching through trashcans from all of 
the major dorms. We were amazed at 
all of the materials we found that could 
have been recycled: newspapers, bottles, 
pizza boxes, notebooks, paper, maga¬ 
zines and more. We also found over 
10 Sustainable Bates mugs carelessly 
thrown away. Next time you complain 
about the fact that there are no mugs 
in Commons, think about all the mugs 
discarded in bathrooms, classrooms, 
dorms and trashcans. 
If this frustrates you, or makes you 
feel a little bit guilty, remember there is 
a lot that you can do around Bates to 
prove that “being green” means more 
to you than just a trend. One hundred 
Bates students are going to Powershift 
during April break this year, which is 
an incredible opportunity to learn more 
See ENVIRONMENT, PAGE 3 
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Discrimination at Bates 
Dear Bates Community, 
On March 29th, the Movement Against Discrimination pubEshed a Letter to the Editor in The Student about discrimi- 
nation on campus. Since we published the letter, the Movement to End Discrimination has moved forward in taking steps 
to change the campus climate. On Monday, April 4th, the coordinators of the Movement Against Discrimination met with 
President Hansen, Dean Goundie, Dean Davis, Professor Leslie Hill and Professot Heather Lindkvist to discuss a Est of i 
demands generated by students, faculty and staff during past forums. 
We presented each demand during the meeting along with reasonable deadlines for progress and completion. The 
demands addressed the following five categories: hate crimes /bias incidents, sexual assault, queer support, the Office of 
Intercultural Education (OIE) and financial aid. We discussed the importance of online resources, institutional support 
structures and transparency across all five categories. These five categories and the associated concerns were all presented 
under the umbrella of the Movement’s mission statement: The Movement Against Discrimination is lobbying the Bates i 
administration to provide adequate resources to address issues of discrimination on the basis of race, gender, sexuaEty, class, ; 
disabMity, religion, nationality, and all other categories of difference. The lack of resources and support pertaining to issues 
of discrimination ate negatively shaping the campus dimate. Bates'can do better. 
Many of the short-range demands focused on the Bates Web site. The inadequacy of the Web site in many arenas relate 
to st dent resources: based on conversations with the campus community and extensive research on the online resources 
at peer colleges, we provided detailed suggestions of the ways that the Bates Web site must be immediately updated to in¬ 
clude poEcies and resources for students to demonstrate a commitment its students. Currently, Bates has no Web page with 
resources for Queer students, but every other NESCAC school does. We hope that changes to the Web site will be the first 
of many signs that the administration is dedicated to creating structures that demonstrate a commitment to supporting all 
students. 
In terms of ongoing demands, we asked for resource centers, advocacy programs and dedicated advocates to work 
on behalf of under-represented. student populations. Among the long-term demands, we asked for dedication from the 
administration in staffing the OIE with the most capable personnel to address students concerns of multiculturalism and i 
intercultutaEsm. Other ongoing demands also underscored the need for administrative commitment to changing policies 
and appointing advocates for survivors of sexual assault, hate crimes/bias incidents, queer support and financial aid poEcies. 
Furthermore, we highlighted the necessity of accountability as the administration addresses the concerns of students, 
faculty, and staff with regard to the campus climate. We write this letter to emphasize the importance of transparency and to 
set a precedent of accountability. We hope that the administration will show a genuine commitment to answering to student, 
faculty' and staff concerns. As coordinators of the Movement, we are writing this letter to maintain the transparency of our : 
actions in order to remain accountable to the students, faculty and staff who have voiced their concerns. 
Ultimately, the Movement Against Discrimination seeks to address the ways that students, faculty, staff and the admin¬ 
istration can work together to reconsider the way the underpinnings of structure shape the campus climate of our school. 
We recognize that the administration, students, faculty and staff have expressed a shared interest in a supportive campus 
climate, and we ask that we all hold the administration responsible for the structural changes necessary to make Bates a safer 
community: 
We invite students, faculty and staff to continue this conversation at a forum on Monday, April 11th. 
Sincerely, 
Anna Abelson ’11, Afroz Baig ’ll, Erin Bourgault ’ll, Charlotte Friedman ’ll, Shameena Khan ’ll, Catie Lary ’ll, 
Desmond Mushi 13, Emma Posner ’ll, Nikki Rankine 11, Theodore Sutherland 11 and Rosalie Winslow 11. /il 
Editor's Note: Ajb% Baig is the Mamgng Forum Editor. 
Vandalism at the Ware Street Inn 
To the Editor & Bates students: 
As a Bates neighbor, I’ve always been impressed with the level of intelligence, dedication to learning and betterment of : 
our future exhibited by Bates students. You’re bright, open and diverse, and the growth I’ve seen in a number of you from 
freshman to senior year is very impressive. 
Since I was a teenager growing up in out community after years abroad as an Army brat, my connection to Bates grew 
from local groupie dating Batesies to being the host of your patents’ home away from home when they come to L/A to visit 
you all. Some of you experienced your first visit to Bates sleeping in one of our rooms and eating my breakfast. 
The Ware Street Inn has been hosting your families for 12 years now* that’s 3 generations of Bates students and their 
patents who’ve enjoyed the .comfort and hospitality of our “digs.” All of us at the Inn have been welcoming and good to 
you for 12 years with a reputation that precedes us from one class to the next So, 1 ask myself, why is it that recently some J 
of you have found it necessary to vandalize our property on a relatively regular basis? 
It’s beyond my comprehension why you would need to break down a section of our picket fence to steal a Christmas 
decoration off our comer sign when you could’ve easily scaled the stone wall to grab it, and why, at a later date, break down 
another section of fence for no reason at all? Not to mention the theft of our comer sign a few years ago- that was an 
almost $1,000 expense for us to replace due to insurance deductibles. Not a huge sum for some of you perhaps, but not ah 
easy expense to meet for a small business Eke ours. 
Yes, you study and work hard to meet expectations as a Bates student-I work hard too. And I understand that you need 
to let loose, reduce stress and blow off steam. Guess what? Even at the age of 63,1 do too! But there’s a level of decorum 
and respect that needs to accompany that release. Drink if that’s your thing (and if you’re old enough), but waste your 
energy dancing, running or whatever and leave my property alone! 
You’re awesome young adults, but those few of you who are spending your energies unwisely and costing us money are 
pains in the ass-get over yourselves and afford your neighbors a Htde respect! 
The Innkeeper a/k/a Jan and Mike, the guy who has to repair those damages. 
Ware Street Inn 
forum » 
Religions must learn to co-exist 
SCOTT OLEHNIK 
STAFF WRITER 
Now, as some of you may remem¬ 
ber a few months ago, a pastor from 
the Gainseville, Florida area was calling 
for a large Qur’an burning on the anni¬ 
versary of the September 11th terrorist 
attacks. At the behest of the Pentagon 
and General David Petraeus, Pastor 
Terry Houston called off the massive 
Qur’an burning in Eeu of a more sub¬ 
dued and private 30-person affair at the 
pastor’s own ranch. A smaller and less 
visible event would, according to Pe¬ 
traeus, save American Eves in Afghani¬ 
stan. 
It would appear that deeds of the 
past have come back to haunt us, so- 
to-speak. Recently, Afghans took to the 
street to “avenge the burning of a Ko¬ 
ran at a Florida church,” according to 
the New York Times. Several mullahs 
called for the retribution, and the result 
was 12 casualties, seven of which were 
United Nations (UN) workers. The UN 
became the target of the attack when 
the disgrunded Afghans were unable to 
locate Americans to exact revenge. The 
riot then spiraled out of control. 
All of this stems from one man’s 
intolerance of another system of be- 
Eefs. As we have seen time after time, 
there can be only one true system of 
behefs. That will end my sarcasm for 
this article. In his book “Islam is of 
the Devil,” Terry Jones, leader of Dove 
World Outreach Center in Gainesville, 
Florida, makes several outrageous as¬ 
sertions about Islam. He cancelled the 
planned Qur’an burning late last year, 
but recently, on March 20th, held a 
smaE burning that acted as the catalyst 
for the Afghan riots. 
Now, I am going to speak about 
some controversial things, namely ills 
of religion, and I want to insert a dis¬ 
claimer before I do: My views are my 
own. While I beEeve them to be true, I 
would not presume to push them, un¬ 
willingly, on anyone else. 
This whole fiasco reeks of First 
Amendment and rdigious rights is¬ 
sues. I have written extensively about 
the need to protect hateful speech so 
we can secure the rights of all speech. 
Therefore, it would be overkill to say 
any more than that. But I do think that 
this altercation highlights a fundamental 
flaw in the ideas behind rehgion. 
I am an atheist, a fact that I do not 
broadcast but do not shy away from. I 
was raised CathoEc and went to Sunday 
school for several years. My atheism 
stems from the fact that, in everything 
that I have ever learned, I have never 
seen evidence for the existence of the 
divine. Certainly many phenomena go 
unexplained, but to attribute those to a 
“creator” seems to undermine the gran¬ 
diose of the universe and borders on 
arrogance on the part of man. 
This conflict reflects an age-old log¬ 
ical paradox: If each reEgion is reverent 
to its own god—and not to Yaweh— 
and each claims to be the “one true re¬ 
Egion,” then how can any be correct? 
The answer is that none are correct. Re¬ 
Egion simply reflects an innate human 
need to explain the unexplainable, and 
as we continually see, the pantheon of 
unexplained phenomena grows smaller 
with each passing day. 
Pastor Jones, a man who is unac¬ 
credited and calls himself “doctor,” 
represents a small sect of reEgious 
people who I would label as fanatics. 
Similarly, the Afghans who rioted repre¬ 
sent the same sect, albeit of a different 
reEgion. So Jones’ actions, as well as the 
actions of his parishioners, represent 
the equivalent of a “shock-and-awe” 
campaign, where the purpose is to illicit 
response. t 
Needless to say, they did. By pro¬ 
voking the Afghan people to retaHate as 
they did, Jones succeeded in his plans to 
paint Muslims as savages. Any normal 
person would see this and understand 
that a small percentage of the people 
cannot represent the whole. Unfortu¬ 
nately, however, not everyone is logical 
and these movements garner more sup¬ 
port as a result. 
It is unfortunate when hate is 
spread this way. Certainly, groups of 
people will have their differences, but 
when one must resort to smear tactics 
against the other, I can’t help but see 
a fundamental flaw. I do beEeve that 
many of these problems come from or¬ 
ganized reEgion. 
Extremists and even moderates 
take their beEef system as law, and all 
others are, they beEeve, subject to it. We 
have seen so many past conflicts in the 
name of a deity that one must wonder 
what the world would be like had there 
been, as John Lennon said, “no reE¬ 
gion.” Alas, this is not how it was. We 
still have genocide, still have the Cru¬ 
sades and still have homophobia, all of 
which are intolerant products of a reE¬ 
gious world. 
Clashes between beEef systems are 
detrimental to society at large. Certainly, 
there is room to coexist. As I see it, the 
fact that I, and as much as 80 percent of 
other people, do not agree on the ori¬ 
gin of the universe or on the fact that 
evolution occurs, is not grounds for 
me to go out and burn the Bible. I can 
peacefully Eve without having to slan¬ 
der my fellow man. When reHgions can 
understand this fundamental principle, 
perhaps then we can we make progress, 
but until then, the division that religion 
creates serves only to divide, and we 
cannot make progress until we close 
this divide. 
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Lessons learned: 
All good things must come to an end 
It is that time of the year. Every 
moment is a rush from point A to 
point B, and the only thing propelling 
us forward is the knowledge that break 
is coming after finals week. I, however, 
am one of the few who is hanging on to 
these fleeting moments and is sad to see 
the rapid progression of time. 
As a senior, the monkey that is the¬ 
sis has been on my back for the past 
year. By the end of the week, it will 
be gone. The same can be said for my 
career as a student journalist; after this 
week, that too will come to an end. 
All good things come to an end, I 
keep reminding myself. Yet, this say¬ 
ing has proven to be of little comfort. 
What’s the point of a good thing if it’s 
always ending? Who made this system 
anyways? 
Like many of my fellow seniors, I 
feel that my Bates experience has been 
wonderful, yet it’s time for the next 
step in life. I’ve gained a tremendous 
amount during my four years here and 
am excited to put those gains to use. 
However, this doesn’t mean that I’m 
sprinting towards May 29th. 
Wrapping up my career as a student 
journalist is bittersweet. Since I started 
writing for the Forum section sopho¬ 
more year, anytime I’ve been frustrated 
or passionate about something taking 
place within the Bates community, or 
the world at large, I’ve had a forum to 
express my thoughts. 
That in itself has been a privilege, 
but the journey hasn’t always been easy. 
I remember sophomore year when I 
wrote an article challenging the word 
“jimmies” and the possible racial impli¬ 
cation of using such a word. As some¬ 
one who had never heard of “jimmies” 
before coming to college, I was fasci¬ 
nated by the idea that sprinkles needed 
to be called anything other than sprin¬ 
kles. 
For anyone who thinks that the 
majority of Bates students are not will¬ 
ing to enter into a debate, bring up this 
topic. I found out the hard way. 
As I wrote about last week, being a 
student journalist carries with it a large 
amount of responsibility. Everything I 
have ever written can be found online 
by anyone in the world. This has always 
been on the forefront of my mind when 
writing opinion pieces. The responsibil¬ 
ity that comes with knowing that others 
are viewing your work both as a repre¬ 
sentation of the dialogue taking place at 
the College and as a reflection of your¬ 
self is immense. 
However, being in the position of 
initiating dialogue is empowering. The 
ability to introduce material into the 
community for others to comment on 
is at the heart of every opinion writer’s 
motivation. 
I know that during my time with 
The Student I’ve provoked and offend¬ 
ed various members of the community 
And maybe this would be a good time 
to say that I didn’t mean to ruffle any 
feathers or offend anyone’s delicate sen¬ 
sibilities. 
Around this time every year, the 
editors-in-chief of The Student typi¬ 
cally use this space to write their last 
columns, delivering their parting words 
about Bates, about being on the brink 
of the big, bad, scary “real world” or 
about the future prospects of the de¬ 
clining journalism business. 
Although I’m ready to be done with 
my theses and feeling more and more 
ready to leave Bates, I’m not ready to 
write my last column. I havenk seen 
my columns as a series or continuous 
dialogue. When I’ve felt inspired, I’ve 
written, or when the Forum section 
needed an extra 1,000 words, I’ve got¬ 
ten inspired fast. So it’s not exacdy like 
I’ve been counting down to this mo¬ 
ment. After taking several weeks off 
from writing in this section to finish my 
thesis and focus on editing the rest of 
the newspaper, it feels good to write on 
this page again, even if it is for the last 
time. 
I never imagined I’d write for the 
Forum section. Four years ago, I started 
out writing for The Student as a News 
staff writer. After authoring a brief re¬ 
cap of Convocation, the first real story 
I covered was the leak of Federal Per¬ 
kins Loans recipients’ names on the 
campus computer network, which was 
discovered by a former Student editor. 
Sitting across from Vice President for 
Information and Library Services Gene 
Wiemers in his office conducting my 
first interview, I remember him saying 
that this was the first time Bates was 
dealing with something like this and 
thinking, “Oh God, this is my first time 
doing this too; I’d better not screw up.” 
I wrote the story and it landed above 
the fold on the front page. I used too 
many quotes, the writing was choppy 
and I didn’t ask enough follow up ques¬ 
tions. 
I did many more interviews after 
that, and I learned from my own mis¬ 
steps. I learned to stop writing when my 
note taking was making the interviewee 
nervous or tight-lipped, and I developed 
radar for when the rapport was too ten¬ 
uous to whip out my recorder. Scrib¬ 
bling every word my interview subject 
uttered was pointless; I could usually 
paraphrase it better than the circuitous 
quote I would jot down. My journalistic 
writing improved the most from help¬ 
ful feedback from editors who took the 
time to point out my faults and help me 
address them. 
When my stories received nega¬ 
tive feedback, my editors defended me. 
When an administrator tried to edit 
my story before it went to print, they 
stood up for me. Unfortunately, it often 
falls upon the editors-in-chief of The 
Student to educate the college com¬ 
munity that just because we are a colle¬ 
giate newspaper, we still have the same 
rights as any other newspaper and we 
uphold the same journalistic standards 
of integrity, which means that we make 
independent editorial decisions and we 
do not tolerate plagiarism. 
The following year, editing other 
writers’ articles as an assistant news 
editor, I improved my own writing. The 
importance of those grammar rules that 
I never appreciated suddenly became 
more pertinent when wading through 
someone else’s muddled syntax. 
When I returned from abroad my 
junior year, I took over the Arts and 
Leisure Section. It’s difficult to cover 
art forms about which you know little, 
but when no one steps up and the event 
needs to be covered, do the best 
you can. I wrote what I know how to 
write, delving into the human aspect of 
each performance or the backstory of 
each exhibit. 
After signing up for the newspaper 
at the activities fair as a timid first-year, 
I attended a meeting whe{e I remem¬ 
ber the editor-in-chief at the time, Tom 
Flanagan ’08, explaining how he rose 
up the chain of command to become 
editor-in-chief. Looking at this guy, I 
never imagined that I would be in the 
same position someday. Sitting at my 
desk in the newsroom right now, I can¬ 
not imagine my senior year without 
having had the experience of serving as 
editor-in-chief. 
This year, I’ve written both a year¬ 
long and semester-long thesis, but more 
than any endeavor from senior year, I 
expect that editing the newspaper will 
be the experience that I will remember 
most clearly and fondly. 
Editing and rewriting other people’s 
writing is tedious. When there are more 
red pen marks than black ink on the 
page, I know the night ahead is going 
to be long. I cannot think of another 
extracurricular activity where going to 
class on Monday, coming in to work on 
the newspaper at noon and leaving the 
next morning at 6 or 7 to face a full day 
of classes is normal. 
People often ask me what could 
possibly take so long. 
Articles, theoretically, land in our 
inboxes at 6 p.m. on Sunday. Managing 
editors print them out and read them 
over, editing for content and gram¬ 
mar. Next, Co-editor-in-chief Gardiner 
Nardini and I read them, often taking 
the time to restructure and rewrite en¬ 
tire paragraphs and rearrange dangling 
modifiers and insert commas. We hand 
these edited copies back to the manag¬ 
ing editors, who insert our edits, along 
with their own corrections and any 
from assistant section editors, into the 
Word documents. Thoughtfully com¬ 
pleting this first stage, believe it or not, 
can take upwards of six hours depend¬ 
ing on the quality of incoming articles 
and the amount of content we have to 
trudge through. 
Layout editors come in at various 
points on Monday, as rounds of editing 
occur, to arrange articles on the page. 
If you’ve ever submitted an article that 
we haven’t run and we said it was be¬ 
cause of space limitations, we weren’t 
kidding. Laying out a page, and making 
it look good, is like finishing a compli¬ 
cated jigsaw puzzle. Few people do it 
calmly and well. Just getting all of the 
articles to fit is one thing; placing them 
where they deserve to go on the page 
is another challenge. And don’t forget 
ads; they too have to be worked into 
the puzzle. Oh yeah, and our budget 
only allows for a certain number of col¬ 
or pages per issue, so we have to plan 
ahead which pictures and graphics can 
go on what pages. 
Once articles and photos are 
planned and placed and graphics are de¬ 
signed, managing editors print out each 
page on 11 by 17 inch paper. Gardiner 
and I edit each page again and return 
them to the editors to input additional 
edits. During this time we also create all 
the tidbit features and captions that we 
hope make reading the paper a more 
engaging experience. All pages except 
news are usually read by 2 or 3 a.m. 
Because of the nature of the section 
and the timeliness of the stories cov¬ 
ered, news editing comes last. When 
we get to news, which is partly written 
However, making such a claim 
would be a lie. I would like to believe 
that I’ve used this forum as a means of 
provoking others—forum pieces are, 
after all, a reflection of the author’s sen¬ 
timents. 
Don’t get me wrong, I haven’t writ¬ 
ten for the past three years because I 
enjoy upsetting others. No one likes to | | 
“Maybe this would be 
a good time to say that I 
didn’t mean to ruffle any 
feathers or offend anyone’s 
delicate sensibilities. How¬ 
ever, making such a claim 
would be a lie” 
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be cornered on a Saturday night and 
lectured about the flaws in their reason¬ 
ing. However, the positive and thought¬ 
ful feedback from readers far outshines 
the rude-natured commentary. 
I know that there are those who roll 
their eyes every time they see my byline, 
and to you too, I want to say thanks. For 
me, part of my motivation to write has 
always been to ensure that my point of 
view is represented in campus dialogue, 
and even if you didn’t agree with it, you 
still had to confront it. 
All good things come to an end. On 
some level it’s comforting to know that 
things at Bates will always remain the 
same. A new generation of writers will 
step up to the plate and express their 
voices in The Student. A new batch of 
seniors will be married to, and complain 
about, thesis for the next year to come. 
The cycle will continue. 
However, I would like to believe 
that each individual that comes through 
this institution has the ability to leave 
their mark. As a writer for The Student 
I’ve revealed aspects of my life that 
most of my friends are even unaware of 
to my readers. There is a strange sense 
of comfort in putting it all out on the 
table to be judged. 
For those to come, I hope that the 
responsibility and power of having jhe 
ability to communicate ideas and create 
dialogue is used effectively. If you are 
given the space and the platform, it’s 
best to use both entities effectively. 
Life in college is often marked by 
routine, and the pressure to operate 
within the confines of expectations 
set out for us as students. These ex¬ 
pectations mandate that we construct 
an identity while avoiding controversy. 
As an individual who used to run from 
conflict, I ascribed to this mentality. 
Perhaps the greatest lesson I’ve learned 
as a writer for The Student is that no 
identity on this campus lives uncontest¬ 
ed. We all harbor views and opinions 
that can create controversy. It’s only a 
matter of who steps up to the plate to 
speak outside of the confines of their 
group of friends. 
Understanding this, I want to make 
my last column an open call, or even a 
challenge. To the students who read the 
paper every week and consider them¬ 
selves authorities on every article: write. 
To those who moan and groan about 
my weekly column: write. What good 
does it do to voice your objections if 
the only people hearing them are circles 
of individuals who most likely agree 
with you anyways? 
As I alluded to earlier in the article, 
writing for The Student has been a 
journey, and a bumpy one at that. As an 
underclassmen, getting attacked for my 
columns used to keep me up at night. 
Now, that controversy is something I 
welcome. 
Dialogue ensures that people are 
responding to, and thinking about, the 
ideas you’ve put out into the universe. 
That remains the objective for all writ¬ 
ers. 
To all who have listened over the 
years, I do want to sincerely thank you. 
And to all those who have disagreed 
with me, thank you as well. I couldn’t 
have learned as much as I did without 
you. 
Your name in the byline: what 
working for the paper will bring you 
on the night of publication when events 
and issues precipitate last minute, we’re 
sometimes looking at stories for the 
first time, so the editing and rewriting 
begins again - albeit often at a slower 
pace than when our brains were fresher 
earlier in the evening. 
Once all pages are edited, we peruse 
them on screen one more time and con¬ 
vert them into PDF files to be uploaded 
to the Portland Press Herald’s printing 
server. Depending on the number of 
pages we’re running and the complex¬ 
ity of the stories we’ve been working 
on, this could happen anywhere from 3 
to 10 a.m. The next day, a staff mem¬ 
ber drives to South Portland to pick up 
the newspapers. Later in the evening, 
another staff member counts out hun¬ 
dreds of copies for each department, 
the study abroad office and subscrip¬ 
tions. Meanwhile, the editors are al¬ 
ready drafting lists of article topics to 
send out to their writers for the coming 
week. 
With the semester drawing to a 
close, last week, one of my good friends 
asked me how many issues of the news¬ 
paper were left this year. When I re¬ 
sponded that there was only one, she 
ventured that I must have been happy 
about that. 
As draining as this job is and as te¬ 
dious as the process can be, there are 
more stories I would have liked to in¬ 
vestigate and columns I would have 
liked to write. So although it’s been a 
long year of long nights and sometimes 
boring editing, I’m not eager to give up 
this position. 
Perhaps I have not painted such a 
rosy portrait of this job thus far, but 
part of my motivation for writing this 
column is to encourage underclassmen 
to get involved in the newspaper. 
Writers are always needed. Anyone 
can contribute to The Student, and con¬ 
tributors can be as committed as they 
want. There’s nothing quite like seeing 
your byline on the center front page for 
the first time. Writing for the newspa¬ 
per is also an exceptional opportunity 
to meet interesting and influential cam¬ 
pus figures. As a news writer and editor, 
I have had the chance to sit down with 
deans, department chairs, administra¬ 
tors, security officers, leaders of student 
organizations and clubs, Commons 
staff, alumni and visiting speakers. 
Working to publish a newspaper 
also fosters interactions with a range of 
talented students who come together to 
produce a tangible product every week. 
I’ve never felt as close to such a 
diverse group of people as I do to the 
staff in the newsroom. Part of that 
comes from the long hours we spend 
together, but it’s also a reflection of the 
people on staff and their ability to work 
together. 
Each editor has their niche. News 
editors have to be highly organized and 
motivated to drop their own work and 
run to cover breaking news on the fly. 
They have to be willing to spend their 
weekdays interviewing different people 
on campus, their weekends writing ar¬ 
ticles and their Sunday and Monday 
nights up late writing and editing more 
articles. 
The news editor, by far, has the 
hardest job. Not only is the news sec¬ 
tion his or her responsibility, but the 
front page — the face of the paper — is 
his or hers too. More than anything, he 
or she has to be curious and want to talk 
to people. Story ideas don’t just appear 
in our inboxes; developing good fea¬ 
tures is about going beyond Announce 
e-mails. Paying attention to details — of¬ 
ten technical in nature - and remaining 
level headed under deadlines are key. 
Current Managing News Editor 
Palo Peirce T2 fills that description and 
brings an unparalleled loyalty to this 
job. He can initiate and sustain a con¬ 
versation with just about anyone, and 
more than anyone else, he keeps the 
newsroom alive when the atmosphere 
is dragging. 
The Forum editor has to be opin¬ 
ionated and expressive. He or she has 
to be a source of original ideas and 
unique angles to frame old debates. The 
editor should also not have a fear of 
being personal in columns. Forum writ¬ 
ers expose themselves to the wrath of 
critical readers, and it takes guts to of¬ 
fer your opinions up for scrutiny every 
week. Current Managing Forum Edi¬ 
tor Afroz Baig ’ll has no reservations 
about expressing herself and holding 
her writers to strict ethical standards. 
Having served as an assistant news 
editor before writing for Forum for the 
past three years, she sets the example 
for writing well-researched, aggressive 
articles that address issues few people 
on campus are able or willing to broach. 
Arts and Leisure is usually the sec¬ 
tion that people tell me they turn to 
first. I’m not sure why this is; perhaps 
because of the large colorful pictures 
or the content covered. Many more 
people are likely to have attended a big 
concert covered in the arts section than 
a lecture reviewed in the news section. 
The arts editor must be flexible and 
creative, willing to attend performances 
he or she might never have ventured to 
of their own volition. Hillary Fink ’ll 
stepped up from assistant arts editor 
midyear when last semester’s manag¬ 
ing editor went abroad. Not only has 
she enlivened the newsroom, but she 
has brought a knack for crafting catchy 
headlines to top off her well-edited ar¬ 
ticles. 
The sports editor has to be passion¬ 
ate about sports — not just the fan who 
sits on the couch watching games — but 
the sports enthusiast with encyclopedic 
knowledge who spews statistics about a 
range of athletics and is well acquainted 
with the appropriate vernacular and 
rules. Equipped with superior edit¬ 
ing skills, Managing Sports Editor Paul 
Lombardi T1 can write about any game 
as if he had been there. His calming 
Environment 
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about environmental issues and how to 
address them. 1 hope that these Batesies 
bring this positive energy and inspira¬ 
tion back to campus during Short Term. 
It is one thing to say you care about the 
environment, and another to do some¬ 
thing about it. 
For everyone else on campus, here 
is your chance: the EcoReps are hold¬ 
ing an EcoService Day at Bates during 
the first Saturday of Short Term, April 
30th, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. EcoService 
Day is an opportunity for Bates stu¬ 
dents, faculty and staff to get outside 
and volunteer to help improve the en¬ 
vironment. 
We are sponsoring six off-campus 
projects, including trail work at Thorn- 
crag and Bradbury Mountain State Park, 
work with the Maine Volunteer Lake 
MoYiitoring Program to remove terres- 
presence in the newsroom and his dili¬ 
gent fact-checking make him a model 
editor. 
Having explained the editorial posi¬ 
tions working counterclockwise around 
the desks in the newsroom, my next 
stop is at the desk of Co-editor-in-chief 
and next year’s editor-in-chief. Gardiner 
is never afraid to tear apart a sentence, 
reworking it to enhance clarity. His in¬ 
tolerance for monotonous headlines 
keeps the ink on the page worth read¬ 
ing while his on-deadline perfectionism 
holds this publication to the highest 
semantic standards and journalistic in¬ 
tegrity. An unflappable leader, he’s sure 
to fulfill the musical demands of next 
year’s newsroom staff with his cache of 
increasingly smaller technological gad¬ 
gets. 
Besides the managing editors, a 
team of young layout editors has shaped 
the appearance of the newspaper this 
year. Qianli Xiao T3 is responsible for 
the overhaul of our layout and for fix¬ 
ing last minute crises when there are too 
few or too many words on the page at 4 
a.m. He’s created most of the captivat- 
ing graphics that have graced our pages 
this semester. First-year Helen Chyz’s 
enthusiasm for layout and capabilities 
with InDesign — she laid out three of 
the four sections this week — have kept 
us on schedule. 
These are the people who walk into 
Commons droopy-eyed on Tuesdays 
after having put together your* news¬ 
paper. But it’s not all about sleepless 
nights and endless revising. Powerful 
doses of adrenaline, lots of junk food 
and a strong sense of camaraderie pow¬ 
er these people through the night. You 
could be one of them. This newspaper 
needs talented young writers, photog¬ 
raphers and layout editors. It’s easy to 
sit back in Commons and criticize what 
you see on the page, but if you don’t like 
it, we welcome your feedback, and even 
better, we encourage your involvement. 
Take the initiative to change what you 
don’t like about this publication. 
As for me, when I’m forced to 
move out of my newsroom bunker, I’ll 
be reading along somewhere, keeping 
tabs on the content of the oldest con¬ 
tinuously published co-ed college news¬ 
paper, looking for the stray comma, and 
hopefully, forging ahead with my own 
journalistic endeavors, but never forget¬ 
ting the people in the newsroom who 
have taught me the tools of the trade. 
trial invasive plants from the Brackett 
Center Grounds, work with the Andro¬ 
scoggin River Alliance and an oppor¬ 
tunity to clean up the Rancourt River 
Preserve with the Androscoggin Land 
Trust. 
Want to volunteer on campus? 
Spend some time gardening at Com¬ 
mons’ organic garden, cleaning up the 
puddle, weatherizing campus houses, 
participating in campus energy out¬ 
reach, conducting a waste audit or fix¬ 
ing up the Bates bike garage and Green 
Bikes! 
These are fun and easy ways to give 
back to Bates and the larger community 
in which we live. They are also great 
opportunities to get outside, meet new 
people and make environmentalism 
more than just a trend. 
If you’d like to participate, simply 
choose a project and e-mail Naomi at 
nctimm@bates.edu by April 27th. The 
first 100 students to sign up will get a 
free t-shirt! 
news 
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Bills will lessen restrictions on child labor 
SARAH MANEVAL 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Bates students may soon see the ef¬ 
fects of two controversial bills that seek 
to amend Maine’s current child labor 
laws. Although most Bates students will 
not be directly affected by these bills, 
which ease restrictions on work per¬ 
formed by youth under the age of 18, 
the Lewiston community will likely ex¬ 
perience the impact of such new legisla¬ 
tion. Students involved in community 
service work with low-income adoles¬ 
cents in the Androscoggin County, may 
soon see the effect firsthand. 
If the bills are enacted, which ap¬ 
pears likely based on the Republican 
majority in the state legislature, vol¬ 
unteering students may find that the 
young people they assist spend longer 
hours in low-wage jobs and have less 
time to study. The success of either of 
these bills in the Maine Legislature may 
thus have a considerable negative im¬ 
pact on the long-term success of com¬ 
munity residents. 
LD 516 or “An Act To Amend 
Maine Law To Conform with Federal 
Law Regarding Employment Practices 
for Certain Minors,” one of the two 
bills, has the most support in the leg¬ 
islature. It is sponsored by State Sena¬ 
tor Debra Plowman, the Republican 
Printing 
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Kindles, but given enough student in¬ 
terest, the number of Kindles available 
may be increased. 
The print release data may also al- 
representative of Hampden, Newburgh 
and Dixmont counties, and has gained 
a lot of support, including the backing 
of Republican Governor Paul LePage. 
When Plowman first proposed the 
bill, the language removed nearly all 
restrictions on the number of hours a 
minor, defined as individuals aged 16 
to 18 years, could work a week during 
the school year and the summer. After 
contested negotiations with Democrats 
in the legislatures labor committee, the 
initial bill was amended to allow stu¬ 
dents to work until 11 p.m. on week- 
nights instead of 10 p.m. Under the 
bill, minors can work up to a total of 
24 hours per week, as opposed to the 
current 20 hours. This new version was 
passed in a partisan 7-6 vote in commit¬ 
tee, last week. 
The second bill, LD 1346, “An Act 
To Enhance Access to the Workplace 
for Minors,” supports more radical 
changes to state labor laws. According 
to the text of the bill, which is available 
on the Maine state legislature Web site, 
it would establish a “training wage” of 
$5.25 per hour for students under 20 
years old for the first 180 days of em¬ 
ployment and remove any cap on the 
number of hours a student can work per 
week. This bill would allow adolescents 
under 16 who are enrolled in school to 
work up to four hours per day and to be 
completely exempt from the hour cap 
to work in an agricultural setting if they 
low the ILS committee to issue guide¬ 
lines to students about the best times to 
print. “If there are peaks in the print- 
age,” Marcinkevicius said, “we can limit 
printing at that time or spread it by 
making recommendations to students 
about when to print.” 
The ISAC hopes to soon convene 
have parental consent. Home-schooled 
pupils can have their parents or guard¬ 
ians sign their work permit in place of 
a school administrator. Home-schoolers 
can also work during regular public 
school hours, but not during their regu¬ 
larly planned home school hours. 
LD 1346 has sparked national in¬ 
terest and caused serious controversy. 
Supporters of this bill, including many 
Republican state and federal legislators 
and even LePage, believe it will ben¬ 
efit Mainers. They hold that reduced 
child labor laws will allow students to 
obtain the financial resources necessary 
to pay for higher education, teach them 
the importance of hard work and keep 
them out of trouble. 
Conversely, critics of the legislation 
express concerns about the impact these 
bills will have on students. They claim 
that increased work hours will affect 
students’ ability to do well in school by 
decreasing the time they spend studying 
and sleeping. Many worry that employ¬ 
ers looking for cheap labor will force 
students to work more hours. Although 
the labor department and numerous 
industries have explicitly thrown their 
weight behind these bills, others claim 
the proposed changes could actually up 
the seven percent unemployment rate in 
Maine. 
another forum where students can ex¬ 
press their views on how the printer sys¬ 
tem on campus can be improved. “We 
don’t want to make printing expensive; 
actually, our goal is to sustain this goal 
of the college that all printing is free,” 
Marcinkevicius said. 
The Bryant MBA One-Year program is 
specifically designed for those with little 
or no professional experience. Graduates 
in all areas - arts, sciences, business, 
engineering and healthcare - will benefit 
from earning a Master of Business 
Administration (MBA) early on. 
By enrolling in the Bryant One-Year 
MBA program you will: 
• Gain valuable professional experience 
through the Business Practicum. 
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive 
job market. 
• Build the strategic business and 
practical know-how necessary for 
success in any field. 
Take Your Next 
Big Step to 
Long Term Success 
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 
Bryant MBA One-year Program: 
Visit: 
www.bryant.edu/MBAone 
Call: 
(401) 232-6230 
E-mail: 
gradprog@bryant.edu 
Bryant 
UNIVERSITY 
Graduate School of Business 
1x50 Douglas Pike 
Smithfield, Rhode Island 
www.bryant.edu AACS8 
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Winter’s Last Gasp 
SIMONE PATHE/THE BATES STUDENT 
EBBE SWEET/THE BATES STUDENT 
Renovation on the Chapel began in late March. The construction 
will take place in two phases and, according to the Physical Plant Proj¬ 
ect Manager Greg Hogan, mostly “consist of masonry restoration and 
roof reconstruction.” The interior will be available for use during resto¬ 
ration, and the first phase should be complete by mid December 2011. 
The second phase, which will restore the rest of the structure and the 
stain glass windows, is undecided since its funding is currently pend¬ 
ing. 
Tenure 
Continued from PAGE 1 
and costumes for the college theatre pro¬ 
ductions. Some of her courses taught at 
Bates include “Introduction to Design,” 
“Scene Design,” “Costume Design” 
and “Pattern Drafting and Draping,” 
according to the College catalog. Addi¬ 
tionally, she is an instructor in portfolio 
development as part of thesis advising 
for advanced students in design, accord¬ 
ing to the College Web site. 
Karen Melvin, a member of the 
Department of History who has taught 
at Bates for five years, has begun work 
on new research examining the connec¬ 
tions between colonial Mexico, Europe, 
North Africa and Palestine. Now that 
she is tenured, she hopes to expand the 
department to host a dedicated Latin 
American studies program. “One of 
my priorities is working with other fac¬ 
ulty members on the creation of a Latin 
American Studies program at Bates,” 
said Melvin. 
Hiroya Miura has taught in the 
Department of Music for five years 
and conducts the College Orchestra. 
“I have been trying to create a sense of 
close knit community with all the stu¬ 
dent members, community members 
and audience of the orchestra,” Miura 
said. Recently, he coordinated a benefit 
concert for the Japanese earthquake and 
tsunami survivors with all proceeds giv¬ 
en to his hometown in Japan. Through 
his tenure, Miura hopes to continue to 
work on his music projects that tran¬ 
scend the physical boundaries of cam¬ 
pus: “I would like to continue working 
on projects that reach out to people in 
the larger community beyond Bates 
through music,” he said. 
“Such moments are always joyous 
for those of us in academia because they 
represent the great achievement of our 
junior colleagues as teachers and schol¬ 
ars,” Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Dean of the Faculty Jill Reich said 
in a press release. 
Class of 
2015 
Continued from PAGE 1 
and evaluating an average of 20 to 30 
applications a day. The full committee 
convened daily in the month of March 
to vote to admit or deny admission to 
applicants. “It’s a concentrated effort to 
thoroughly assess each individual appli¬ 
cant on multiple quantitative and quali¬ 
tative credentials in their application 
file,” Mitchell explained. 
The 10th annual Mt. David Summit, featuring over 100 students’ 
work, was held last weekend. The multi-day event celebrated every¬ 
thing from student dance to research despite a April 1st snowstorm 
that forced the cancellation of the annual luncheon. 
SIMONE PATHE/THE BATES STUDENT 
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Finding harmony ‘In Tension 
A DAZ/.I.INC 
One dancer hoists another against emotive backlighting in junior Lauren Christianson’s piece “Pharmaceuticals 
EBBE SWEET/THE BATES STUDENT 
SCOTT LONG 
STAFF WRITER 
“In Tension,” the Bates Modern 
Dance Company’s spring concert pro¬ 
duction, was a visual spectacle that com¬ 
bined dance, moving music, video art 
work and vibrant costumes. The show 
consisted of 12 student choreographed 
pieces interspersed with video produc¬ 
tions. The show took place Friday, April 
1st through Monday April 4th. All the 
numbers were collaborations between 
choreographers in Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Dance Rachel Boggia’s 
“Dance Composition” and “Advanced 
Dance Compostion” classes and stu¬ 
dents in Lecturer and Technical Direc¬ 
tor Michael Reidy’s “Lighting Design.” 
Addressing the audience before the 
show, Boggia discussed the gargantuan 
effort behind the performance. She also 
announced the addition of the dance 
major, the first new major since 1997. 
The show kicked off with first-year 
choreographer Bridgette Chandhoke’s 
piece “Elephant Colorings of Tires.” 
The cryptically tided performance ef¬ 
fectively set a tone for the awesome vi¬ 
sual displays to follow. 
Next was “Jazz Bites,” which took 
up a significant portion of the concert 
and set a jazzy tune by Mos Def behind 
a very large cast of 23 dancers. 
Sophomore Zoe Fahy choreo¬ 
graphed the number “Of the Periph¬ 
ery,” which used an interesting set- 
choice: a bath tub. “My semester long 
exploration of movement came down 
to exploring how to create a distinct 
world on stage” Fahy explained about 
her production. “The funny thing about 
this world is that it’s ephemeral, it lasts 
for five minutes but it has depth, back 
story and emotion that extends far be¬ 
yond what is displayed to the audience.” 
The choreographer’s project received 
raucous applause from the audience, 
her talented cadre of five dancers hav¬ 
ing just tacked highly complex maneu¬ 
vers with grace. 
Following that was “Sing of Con¬ 
sonance” by senior Lindsay Reuter, who 
choreographed her piece to a Chopin 
song. “My pieces revolved around ex¬ 
posing theatrically and negotiating my¬ 
self as a performer” Reuter said. “Both 
pieces began as personal exercises that 
I wanted to work on, whether this be 
opening my heart or curbing a nagging 
habit. From there, I developed work 
that played between inward, personal 
exploration and outward, performance 
quality.” 
The next piece, ‘Pharmaceuticals,” 
by junior Lauren Christianson, stood 
out among the others for its particu¬ 
larly vibrant and colorful set performed 
against two songs by The Books: “To¬ 
kyo” and “A True Story of a True Story 
Of True Love.” The costumes, designed 
by senior Liz Lee, shined bright red, 
purple, yellow and orange and artfully 
mirrored the spirit of the performance. 
“We’re Back” by guest choreog¬ 
rapher Linda Plavin Fitzgerald was a 
component of the concert, but ran only 
on Friday due to a scheduling conflict 
with a track meet. Nonetheless, it dem¬ 
onstrated impressive craftsmanship and 
was compelling to watch, particularly 
when several male dancers formed a 
centipede-like formation, conjoining 
their shoulders with the feet of the 
dancer behind them. 
“Creating a piece for composi¬ 
tion was a long and difficult but, ulti¬ 
mately, richly rewarding process. We 
created motion, set it on our dancers, 
rehearsed the piece, chose and edited 
music, collaborated with lighting and 
costume designers, and promoted the 
final piece, among many other tasks” 
explained Kathryn Ailes, the only other 
first-year to choreograph a dance. “My 
piece grew out of the image of a person 
curled up on a beach as society’s repre¬ 
sentation of solitude. I worked to stay 
true to that image while creating a full 
dance for four dancers.” 
Ailes’s words provide a glimpse 
into a complex and multi-faceted art 
form. With a dozen choreographed 
pieces and two video programs at the 
Sunday performance alone, it would be 
impossible to review each element. One 
can only say that each in its own way 
completely stood out from the others, 
evoking unique mental and emotional 
responses from the audience. 
Style Spotlight 
DAVINA DUKULY& PHOEBE REED 
STAFF WRITERS 
First-year Singha Hon finds fashion 
in some of the most unexpected places. 
One of the New York City native’s fa- 
vc$£e stores looks like i^pke shop from 
the front, but inside has one of the best 
collections of Swedish sweaters the city 
has to offer. She wears a miniature har¬ 
monica around her neck, and the “love 
of her life” is a silver, headdress-wear- 
l:*. Native American ring that she calls 
Big Chief. Calling her style “quirky” 
hardly does it justice. 
Keen style scouting abilities landed 
Hon her favorite red boots, which she 
purchased from a county fair. “I think 
it’s really funny when people ask me 
where they can get a pair and I answer, 
‘Well, if you milk a dairy cow, you can 
get them at a county fair!”’ The boots 
aren’t her only piece that comes with an 
interesting anecdote. Her favorite ring, 
a petite, celtic-designed band, was given 
to her by her sister after a visit to a me¬ 
dieval castle in the United Kingdom. 
She wears it not only for its sentimental 
value, but also because “I literally can’t 
take it off my finger,” she noted with 
a laugh. 
Hon’s sister, a 21-year-old Middle- 
bury student, also shares her love for 
vintage clothing. The two trade their 
finds via snail mail on a regular ba¬ 
sis. While it is usually an equitable ex¬ 
change, Hon laments the loss of one 
of her favorite jackets, which currently 
resides in Paris as part of her sister’s se¬ 
mester abroad wardrobe. 
When she isn’t seeking out uncon¬ 
ventional items or swapping with her 
sister, Hon puts her sewing skills to 
good use. Her mother, a product of the 
Home Ec generation, taught Hon how 
to use a sewing machine and cut pat¬ 
terns for her herself. She makes shirts 
and the occasional dress and even re¬ 
designs her purchased tees. Hon shares 
her talents with her family, especially 
her father, a tai chi instructor. Mr. Hon 
has wild taste in clothing, and when he’s 
not in his tai chi robe he favors items 
such as silk tights, african-print robes 
and clogs. “He does look a little bit cra¬ 
zy,” Hon admitted, but she and her sis¬ 
ters enjoy making him shirts and other 
clothing to add to his eccentric outfits. 
Considering her colorful family and 
playful outlook on fashion, it comes as 
no shock that Hon stands out among 
her peers with her distinctive sense of 
style. With her fistfuls of silver rings, 
red lipstick, a penchant for vintage finds 
and DIY clothing, Hon is a beacon of 
. sartorial inspiration. 
Sonic shindi 
in the Silo 
Students looking to enjoy the last real 
weekend of the semester ventured to 
the Mays Center on Friday. April ist to 
see up and coming bands Filligar and 
Chappo. The CHC-sponsored event 
proved to be an ideal study break, as 
attendees finished off the night with an 
anxiety-venting, massive snowball fight. 
CAROLINE SOLLMANN/ 
THE BATES STUDENT 
Arts & Leisure » Television 
Classic stories make for 
modern “Masterpiece” 
MARIA ROUVALIS 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
If you’ve watched the recent tele¬ 
vision series “Downton Abbey,” you 
are already well aware of the dramatic 
glory that is “Masterpiece Theatre.” 
For those of you who have not yet been 
exposed to its unparalleled excellence, it 
is the optimal way to enjoy top-notch 
entertainment while expanding your 
understanding of classic literature. 
Having aired for 40 years, “Master¬ 
piece Theatre” is the longest-running 
prime time drama program on Ameri¬ 
can television. Sundays at 9 p.m., view¬ 
ers across the country can tune in to 
PBS to see their favorite Shakespearean 
play or Victorian novel brought to life 
on the screen. “Masterpiece Theatre” 
has achieved longevity because it ap¬ 
peals to everyone. For literary enthu¬ 
siasts, “Masterpiece Theater” provides 
the '^gsrfect opportunity to compare film 
versions of a novel to their on screen 
interpretation. For lay people, the series 
provides exposure to a robust range of 
literary works through an engaging me¬ 
dium. 
Professor and Chair of the English 
Department Lillian Nayder appreci¬ 
ates the analytical aspect of the show. 
Victorian novels are her academic ex¬ 
pertise, and these classic stories con¬ 
stantly inspire new and interesting film 
adaptations. Nayder often supplements 
her classes with “Masterpiece” films be¬ 
cause they provide insight into the nov¬ 
els she teaches. 
“Their appeal lies, in part, in the 
nostalgia they manage to produce, but 
their value lies in their ability to make 
us think about the ‘classics’ in a differ¬ 
ent way, by reworking them or tweaking 
them slightly, foregrounding and devel¬ 
oping certain themes, characters and 
See DOWNTON, PAGE 6 
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Ladies’ Night: Sara Bareilles brings 
“Kaleidoscope Heart” to State Theater 
HILLARY FINK 
MANAGING ARTS AND LEISURE EDITOR 
In our world of auto tuned, air- 
brushed pop creations, it can seem like 
talent comes second to marketability. 
Top 40 radio is dominated by artists 
whose charismatic personas far out¬ 
shine their actual vocal ability. So called 
“singers,” like Kejfha and Fergie, proba¬ 
bly wouldn’t make it past the first round 
of “American Idol” auditions. 
Artists like these are beginning to 
make “pop music” sound like a dirty 
word, more synonymous with Britney 
Spears than with The Beatles. That’s 
why Sara Bareilles is so refreshing; she 
is proof that pop music, when done 
right, can be as rich and far-reaching as 
music of any other genre. Best known 
for the chart topper “Love Song,” 
which was virtually unavoidable dur¬ 
ing the summer of 2007, three-time 
Grammy nominee Bareilles has gained 
a loyal following thanks to her univer¬ 
sal lyrics, carefully crafted melodies and 
jaw-dropping vocal chops. 
Bareilles’s fans packed the State 
Theater in Portland last Friday, April 
1st, to experience the first stop of her 
“Kaleidoscope Heart” tour, hoping to 
see her bring signature sass to the stage. 
They were not disappointed. Bareilles’ 
voice sounds even better in person and 
is highly emotive without the gritti¬ 
ness of her contemporaries, like Amy 
Winehouse or Adele. Whether a fan of 
her style or not, you can’t help being 
stunned by her talent. 
The audience that filled the State 
Theater was proof that Bareilles has 
a diverse fan base. Though the crowd 
skewed female, the range of ages 
spanned 12 to 60. 
The State Theater proved to be an 
ideal venue. Though its capacity is al¬ 
most 1,500, the building’s layout creates 
a feeling of intimacy, and the two levels 
of seating insure that there isn’t a bad 
seat in the house. The standing room in 
front of the stage gives fans the options 
of getting up close and personal with 
the artist, or having a more laid back ex¬ 
perience in comfy theater seating. 
The set list included favorites from 
Bareilles’ first release, “Little Voice,” 
along with new songs from “Kalei¬ 
doscope Heart.” She started with her 
newest single, “Uncharted,” an upbeat 
song about restlessness and the desire 
for new experience. The number shows 
off Bareilles’ knack for writing personal 
lyrics and dynamic song structures, with 
the verses, chorus and bridge each high¬ 
lighting different elements of her agile 
voice. Her set list ranged from bright, 
catchy songs like “King of Anything” 
and “Love Song” to self-described “de¬ 
pressing” songs like “Gravity,” a heart 
wrenching ballad about a toxic relation¬ 
ship that showcases Bareilles’ talents on 
the piano keys. 
Bareilles was as genuine as her 
heartfelt lyrics. Shocked by how much 
the crowd was enjoying the show, she 
thanked the audience profusely through¬ 
out her set. Perhaps encouraged by the 
room’s supportive atmosphere, Bareillis 
told the crowd that she’d be trying some 
Arts & Leisure » 
things that were totally new for her and 
her band. These included covers of Cee 
Lo’s “F**k You,” Coldplay’s “Yellow” 
and Mumford and Son’s “Little Lion 
Man,” the latter of which was a high 
point of the evening. Bareilles’ band 
clustered around her in the corner of 
the stage, creating an intimate feel. The 
crew was clearly enjoying themselves, 
even when they flubbed the second 
verse. Their enthusiasm was infectious, 
and the harmonies they delivered in the 
verses were stunning. 
The show was rounded out with 
strong female openers Ximena Sari- 
nana and Elizabeth and the Catapult. 
Sarinana, also a Grammy nominee, is 
well known in her native Mexico. With 
a voice that was reminiscent of Regina 
Spektor, Sarinana charmed the crowd 
with songs in both English and Span¬ 
ish. Unfortunately, she lacked stage 
presence and didn’t seem ready for a 
venue of this scale. In contrast, Eliza¬ 
beth and the Catapult made the most of 
their stage time and gained a fan base 
of their own. The band played at Bates’ 
own Village Club Series last semester, 
and they seemed just as much at home 
in the State Theater as they did in the 
Silo. With songs as catchy as “Race 
You” and “Mama’s Boy,” Elizabeth and 
the Catapult is poised to make the leap 
to headliner status. 
At the end of her encore, Bareilles 
shouted over wild applause that she’d 
return to Portland soon. Based on the 
excitement this generated in the crowd, 
she can’t come back soon enough. 
A new “Standard” for VCS: innovative 
folk-rock band works the crowd 
CAROLINE ULWICK 
STAFF WRITER 
A rather unusual sight for the Vil¬ 
lage Club Series greeted students walk¬ 
ing into the Mays Center last Thursday 
night, March 31st: a full band had as¬ 
sembled on stage. The VCS set is tradi¬ 
tionally home to indie singer-songwrit¬ 
ers armed only with a single instrument 
and some awkward jokes. The Spring 
Standards did not fit the above descrip¬ 
tion. 
Equipped with a drum set, a xylo¬ 
phone, an egg shaker, a harmonica, a 
keyboard, a trumpet and a wide variety 
of guitars,-the folk-rock trio from New 
York incorporated three-part harmo¬ 
nies, an oldies rock feel and whimsi¬ 
cal lyrics that made for a mesmerizing 
other-worldly sound. 
It was during the group’s third 
song, “Sharks,” that the performance 
really took off. The singer-keyboardist 
Heather Robb had a powerful voice 
that she was not afraid to project. Tap¬ 
ping on the twinkling xylophone one 
moment and smashing the snare drum 
the next, she charmed the crowd with 
her offbeat sense of humor, at one 
point suggesting to the audience that 
Arts & Leisure » 
Weekly Verse 
a feigned alien abduction would be an 
ideal excuse for avoiding a thesis dead¬ 
line. The other two members of the 
band, James Cleare and James Smith, 
both shared Robb’s strange sense of 
humor, bantering easily between songs 
and teasing each other, avoiding the cli¬ 
che jokes VCS performers are so often 
hung up. 
One of the features that made The 
Spring Standards such a hit was their 
versatility. Although self-described as 
a folk-rock band, the trio dabbles in 
many different genres. “The Hush,” a 
bluegrass song complete with south¬ 
ern twang and plenty of “yee-haws,” 
was lively enough that several audience 
members got out of their seats and 
started dancing. In contrast, “Trou-. 
ble” had a somber melody, with Robb 
chanting, “The trouble’s with me baby.” 
Cleare and Smith eventually joined her, 
and the trio ended the song unaccom¬ 
panied, belting out the lyrics in unison 
for an eerie effect. The song “Bells and 
Whistles” subtly weaved in tambourine 
and xylophone, and perfectly in sync 
timing made evident the experience the 
trio has had playing with each other. 
The standout song of the night 
was “Not Again,” during which the 
To the Sore, the Madman and Me 
Doug Welsh ’14 
There is a sore on my hand, 
Lodged between two bruised and bruising 
knuckles, 
Blistered, decayed and aged. 
Old. Worn. 
Tired and useless it 
rests, staring up at me 
with blood shot blue 
eyes. 
A madman. A poet and an artist, it writhes and 
struggles and turns. 
Torques its body, like the figures of Rubens - 
animated and over muscled, powerful. 
A body grasping desperately for 
air. 
So close to life ye* so far. 
Forever paralyzed. 
A sculpture budding to be released from its 
service and its stone prison. 
Disgusted. Intrigued. I cannot help but look. 
Look down at my hand, in awe. 
At the sore 
It is a hideous image of dripping sweat and 
mucus which bubbles and froths, 
It froths and bubbles. 
I can see myself 
lodged between two 
gnarled trees, their 
dilapidated 
limbs extending towards me. 
Edging closer, ever closer - so slowly they seem 
not to move at all 
Until their contorted, sharp, beautiful spears are 
aimed, aimed to kill, aimed at my soul, 
at my very being. 
Poised like terracotta soldiers, there is only 
silence. 
Only silence! And a silent 
beating heart - though 
I don’t know if it’s mine! 
The Fool 
Brendan Davidson ’14 
It’s that guy, 
You know, 
The one who handstands snow, 
Face plastered plastic, stuppored smiles 
Guzzling gins from grinning girls, 
Tripping over cans, tossing shots, 
Who falls past the open arms of a love 
forgot. 
It’s that girl, 
You know, 
The one who’s silkily shy, 
Her eyes itching, arms twisting, 
Watching her miracle man 
Walk wide, stride to the side 
While her lips remain tied to her 
emotional confines. 
It’s that dog, 
4 You know, 
The one nipping at their feet. 
A lassoed Lassie; beastly barking 
Behind while nudging them forward, 
Tail tally-wagging, scratching scars 
As she tries to warn them about the 
upcoming. 
For they all reach that number, 
You know, 
The one big gaping hole, 
The circular sickle, vacant vacuum, 
Where one trippingly twists the scene 
Inwards inside, drastically downsized 
Until you’re zeroed in on the wrong 
opportunity. 
So then who is The Fickled Fool? 
You know, 
The one who tactically taints the twisting 
track, 
Whose frequent falls; untold utterance^ 
Blind the body’s shriveled soul 
From warning’s wind: Lassie’s Lyre, 
Into stumbling down the rabbit hole. 
You know, 
The answer is often unclear, 
Simply shrouded by situation’s silk, 
For Perspective pans, moving moral 
Models from man to man, 
Causing clashed critiques, misinterpreted 
meets 
To make the Fickled Fool fall slow. 
So then, who is The Fickled Fool? 
Well, 
You see, 
At times, 
When the camera captures just so, 
It could be me, 
Or even you trapped down opportunity’s 
“O". 
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s 
group distinguished themselves from 
every other performer this semester. 
The song started off with Cleare play¬ 
ing a trumpet, an unusual instrument 
for VCS. Suddenly, Cleare threw the 
trumpet off stage then grabbed his bass 
and started a heavy metalesque head- 
shake while all three repeatedly shouted 
“ahhs,” resulting in a fast tempoed song 
that astounded and thrilled the audi¬ 
ence. As Smith finished his extended 
guitar solo, Cleare asked a member of 
the audience for a number between one 
and 20. When he chose five, the band 
slammed out five chords in perfect uni¬ 
son. Smith hyperactively strummed his 
guitar until the ovation overran their fi¬ 
nal bash of an ending. 
The Spring Standard’s reception 
makes one wonder why so few bands 
play at VCS. While a single performer 
can connect with an audience, cohesive 
rock groups can offer more variety. The 
Spring Standards’ ability to hush the 
room one minute and get people out of 
their seats and dancing the next showed 
that they had a much closer relationship 
to students than any solo singer-song¬ 
writer this semester yet. 
I can’t feel my pulse! 
Is it theirs! 
Or is it a drum - a beating, beating drum. 
With a chaotic, climactic gasp - they breathe as 
one. Their drum hearts beat... 
And the stabbing 
The blind, mad stabbing 
Fanatical stabbing. 
The damned stabbing. 
And i lay. Naked and exposed, I lay wasted. 
Bodily fluids poring over me. 
But there is go blood. I can feel my toes and 
fingers 
There is only a bruise and sore. 
Only a sore lodged between two 
bruises. Only me 
Theater of the mind: the written 
word in Cold War political defiance 
ISOBEL MOILES 
STAFF WRITER 
Bohemia is the center of Europe 
and of the world, insisted Marketa 
Goetz-Stankiewicz. A tiny woman with 
sharp wit and deft humor, Goetz- 
Stankiewicz brought smiles to a packed 
room on Monday, March 31st in a lec¬ 
ture entitled, “Talking to the World: 
Vaclav Havel’s Theatre as Politics/Poli¬ 
tics as Theatre.” The talk marked the 
last in a series of events sponsored by 
the Mellon Innovation Grant: The Poli¬ 
tics of Memory in Eastern and Central 
Europe. 
Professor Emerita in Germanic 
Studies at University of British Co¬ 
lumbia, Vancouver, Goetz-Stankiewicz 
discussed the plight of the “Samizdat 
writers,” a group of dissident intellectu¬ 
als who assembled under the repressive 
Soviet regime in the former Czecho¬ 
slovakia. They referred to themselves 
with the Russian word meaning “self- 
published.” The writers included Pavel 
Kohout, Ivan Klima, Jiri Grusa, Ludvik 
Vaculik, Josef Skvorecky, and most 
prominently, Vaclav Havel, who would 
eventually emerge as the leader of the 
Velvet Revolution, the last president of. 
Czechoslovakia and the first president 
of the Czech Republic. 
Despite the tight-lipped climate of 
Soviet rule, Havel was a prolific essayist 
and playwright in the tight-lipped cli¬ 
mate of Soviet rule before he became 
a candid agent of revolution. Goetz- 
Stankiewicz vividly reenacted bits from 
his one-act “Audience,” describing his 
plays as “plays that ask questions.” 
Downton 
Abbey 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
scenes while minimizing or omitting 
other,” Nayder explained. 
Within the realm of Charles Dick¬ 
ens alone there are numerous ways in 
which “Masterpiece’s” film interpreta¬ 
tions might stretch and- complicate our 
current views. For example, Nayder 
explained, “The adaptation of ‘Bleak 
House’ in the 1980s foregrounded the 
moral ambiguities surrounding the be¬ 
nevolent John Jarndyce, making us re¬ 
think the significance of the patronage 
he offers to Esther and others.” 
That being said, someone who had 
never picked up a book could still ap¬ 
preciate and benefit from the meaning 
and complexity wound up in period dra¬ 
ma stories, and broadening the show’s 
audience further is the fact that it also 
produces programs in the mystery and 
contemporary genres. 
Literary merit aside, one thing is 
certain: the issues addressed in Master¬ 
piece Theatre productions are universal. 
All aspects of human experience — so¬ 
cial hierarchy, class, race, relationships, 
revenge and happiness -are embedded 
Obsessed with the use of language 
and how it could be used to reveal truth 
or precipitate lies, Havel used language 
that shrewdly mirrored and mocked the 
communist government’s discursive de¬ 
vices. 
The subtlety of Havel’s wit is re¬ 
vealed in his “Anticodes,” a series of 
graphic poems that are simple and 
sharp commentaries on life in the Sovi¬ 
et bloc. In one poem, hundreds of tiny 
“yes’s” made up the bubble lettered- 
word “NO.” 
Havel and his companions lived and 
wrote in a creative space they carved 
out for themselves. In a world of wire¬ 
tapped conversations and constant fear 
of imprisonment, Goetz-Stankiewicz 
noted that the women were both bet¬ 
ter typists and brave enough to type 
the “Samizdat prose,” such as Havel’s 
“The Power of the Powerless,” onto 
oilskin paper. The pieces were collected 
into packets and cautiously distributed 
among trustworthy friends. 
When an audience member asked if 
Havel’s work is now passe as a product 
of a specific political episode, Goetz- 
Stankiewicz insisted that he is still rel¬ 
evant. Even if not everyone remembers 
the significance of his dissident writing, 
he continues to have popular appeal 
and intrigue in the Czech Republic, and 
his essays maintain widespread political 
pertinence. 
Goetz-Stankiewicz is the author of 
“Goodbye, Samizdat: Twenty Years of 
Czechoslovak Underground Writing,” 
and editor of the volume “Critical Es¬ 
says on Vaclav Havel.” 
in these programs, causing them to res¬ 
onate with everyone. With Oscar-win¬ 
ning actors like Colin Firth and Maggie 
Smith, fresh talents, gripping screen¬ 
plays and plotlines, gorgeous costumes 
and British accents, the show has mass 
appeal. 
“Masterpiece Theatre” is always 
enthralling new fans, while keeping al¬ 
ready devoted viewers enrapt. Just ask 
Bates student Audrey Jensen ’ll. She 
only started watching recently, but after 
the first episode of “Downton Abbey,” 
she knew she was hooked. Though a 
newcomer to the scene, she immedi¬ 
ately appreciated all that Masterpiece 
Theatre has to offer. “I never have to 
take an English class again,” she said. 
“It’s all there.” 
Hopefully this article has sparked in 
you a newfound interest in period dra¬ 
ma films, or maybe it has inspired you 
to re-watch one of your favorites. The 
inaugural meeting of the Bates “Mas¬ 
terpiece Theatre” club will take place 
this coming Sunday, April 10th in the 
Frye Street Union Lounge. Come lose 
yourself in the drama of Masterpiece’s 
new adaptation of one of its all-time 
classic original screenplays, “Upstairs, 
Downstairs.” It is never too late to hop 
on the Masterpiece Theatre bandwag¬ 
on, and once you do, you will not want 
to hop off. 
Auburn 
Milage Solutions 
905 Washington Street North 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
(207) 777-3277 
www.auburnstoragesolutions.com 
Hours: M-F 8:30-5:00 Sat. 8:30-2:00 
You deserve the “BEST in storage.” 
“The Storage Professionals” 
Offering BATES STUDENTS 
SUMMER STORAGE SPECIAL 
5X5 UNITS ONLY - $24.00 a month 
WHEN you pre-pay 3 months 
(other sizes available ask about rates) 
SAFE, CLEAN, 24 HR ACCESS 
RESERVE YOURS TODAY! 
All Major Credit Card* accepted 
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WEDNESDAY, 
APRIL 6TH 
Student-Athlete Day 
America's Day to celebrate outstanding student-athletes 
who have achieved excellence in academics and athletics 
BATES ATHLETICS SALUTES ITS TOP ACADEMIC PERFORMERS 
Academic Honor Roll: Cum GPA of 3.41-3.69 Scholar Athletes: Cumulative GPA of 3.70 and above 
Abigail Alexander Soccer, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Mariah Barstow Soccer 
Rachel Baumann Indoor Track & Field 
David Beck Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Gabriella Biiotta Rowing 
David Born Squash 
Chloe Bourne Cross Country 
Merrill Brady Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Lucy Brennan Tennis 
Ashley Brunk Tennis 
Adam Buchbinder Golf 
Anne Carroll Alpine Skiing 
Adam Cervenka Tennis 
Rachel Colby Volleyball 
Douglass Compton Squash 
Mollie Corcoran Swimming & Diving 
Emily Depew Swimming & Diving 
Devin Dilts Cross Country, Indoor Track & Field 
Zoe Donaldson Field Hockey 
Liza Dorison Squash 
Casey Dropkin Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & 
Heather Fisher Rowing 
Sabina Frizell Rowing 
Linnea Fulton Lacrosse 
Logan Greenbiatt Cross Country, indoor/Outdoor Track & 
Peter Gurney Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & 
Rosemary Hale Soccer & Lacrosse 
Alex Hamilton Nordic Skiing 
Nora Hanagan Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Abigail Hanson Swimming & Diving 
Alexandria Hill Rowing 
Caroline Hinkle Swimming & Diving 
Jessica Howard Swimming & Diving 
Molly Huffaker Rowing 
Jessica Igoe Basketball 
Rornina Istratii indoor Track & Field 
Adrienne Jaeger Tennis 
Michael Jiang Soccer, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Garrett Johnson Golf 
Travis Jones Swimming & Diving 
Mollie Kervick Softball 
Taylor Kniffin Rowing 
Kirsten Laaspere Rowing 
Coleman Lieb Alpine Skiing 
Dana Lindauer Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Leah Maciejewski Softball 
Isabel Makman Tennis 
Tyler Mehegan Soccer 
Cody Newman Lacrosse 
Taryn O’Connell Basketball 
Caroline Pierce Lacrosse 
Kristen Poulin Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Margaret Reilly Lacrosse 
Samantha Rose Soccer 
Don Rupasinghe Outdoor Track & Field 
Joseph Santos Rowing 
Haley Sive Rowing 
Devin Tatro Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & 
Alison Travers Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & 
Cross Country 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Softball 
Lacrosse 
Basketball 
Tennis 
Tennis 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Lacrosse 
Field Hockey 
Soccer & Lacrosse 
Tennis 
Swimming & Diving 
Rowing 
Tennis 
Rowing 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Lacrosse 
Rowing 
Rowing 
Tennis 
Swimming & Diving 
Soccer 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Nordic Skiing 
Soccer- 
Rowing 
Soccer 
Swimming & Diving 
Rowing 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Squash 
Tennis 
Lacrosse 
Tennis 
Swimming & Diving 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Lacrosse 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Rowing 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Soccer & Squash 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Lacrosse 
Soccer 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Squash 
Fieid Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Nordic Skiing 
Rowing 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Fieid 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Golf 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Alpine Skiing 
Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Basketball 
Swimming & Diving 
Football 
Tennis 
Nordic Skiing 
Basketball 
Rowing 
Swimming & Diving 
Soccer . 
Golf 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Swimming & Diving 
Soccer 
Baseball 
Lacrosse 
Cross Country 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Lacrosse 
Rowing & Nordic Skiing 
Softball 
Soccer 
Baseball 
Field Hockey 
Swimming & Diving 
Rowing 
Soccer 
Nordic Skiing 
Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field 
Rowing 
Swimming & Diving 
Alexandria Alberto 
Erin Augulewicz 
Kiely Barnard Webster 
Elisabeth Bassani 
Allison Beaulieu 
Timothy Berg 
Matthew Betties 
Myles Black-Ingersoli 
Tristan Biack-ingersoll 
Michaela Brady 
Michelle Brady 
Jennifer Brallier 
Nicolle Bugajski 
Leah Burke 
Charles Carey 
Raymond Chase 
Larisa Collins 
Lindsay Cullen 
Jenna Dannis 
Altison DiSalvo 
Garland Ditz 
Kristen Doerer 
Tara Dugan 
Jacqueline Easton 
Lauren Farnsworth 
Jenny Fucilio 
Kirsten Gill 
Christopher Gillespie 
Caleb Glassman 
Chelsea Graves 
Charlotte Green 
Lauren Hadiaris 
David Hardison 
Anna Hogeland 
Jacquelyn Holmes 
Emily Howe 
Brynn Jacoby 
Cody Jenkins 
Gwynneth Johnson 
Charles Kazarian 
Kathilee Kenlock 
Hope King 
Jennifer Krupski 
Dae Ro Lee 
Kerri Leonhardt 
Thomas Livingston 
Ryan March 
Michael Martin 
Jane Mayer 
Polly Merck 
Sarah Merullo 
Lucas Milliken 
Sarah Murphy 
Molly Nelson 
Tara Motarianni 
Caroline O’Sullivan 
Tessa Pals 
John Pearsall 
Matthew Perejda 
Taylor Piers 
Simone Prioli 
jillian Quinn 
Kevin Regan 
Alexis Rendon 
Natalie Ruppertsberger 
Susan Russel! 
Aisling Ryan 
Samuel Schadt 
Anabel Schmelz 
Aidan Schmidtberger 
Ellen Schneider 
Gabrielis Sergi 
Amanda Sirianni 
Ryan Sonberg 
. Douglas Steinberg 
Alexandra Steverson 
Benjamin Tasks 
Paul Troiano 
Catherine Tuttle 
Karen Uilmann 
AlixVandeventer 
Luke Wamboldt 
Sarah Warden 
Emiiie White 
Emma White 
David Wood 
Sean Woods 
Andrew Wortham 
Victoria Zapack 
Catherine Zingale 
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Women’s Lacrosse 
Women’s lax upsets No. 18 Amherst, beats up on Wellesley 
7 8 
sports 
Sports » Men’s Lacrosse 
Men's lax owns Southern Maine 
NORA HANAGAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Despite starting off the week on 
a disappointing note with a home loss 
against Tufts, the women’s lacrosse 
team came back for a fantastic weekend, 
winning against Amherst and Wellesley. 
On Wednesday, March 30th the 
women faced off against NESCAC 
rival Tufts in what was, until the final 
minutes, a very even match. The first 
half ended at 7-6 in Tuft’s advantage. 
In the end, a stellar performance from 
their attacker and lead goal scorer Casey 
Egan, helped the Jumbos edge out an 
11-8 win. Continuing to impress for the 
Bobcats was former NESCAC Player 
of the Week sophomore Jenn Brallier, 
who racked up three goals and three 
It hit me like a ton of bricks when 
I realized this would be the last article 
I’d ever write for the Bates Student. My 
college experience certainly did not re¬ 
volve solely around writing articles, but 
The Student, unlike classes, groups of 
friends or my outlook on Bates, has 
remained constant during my four- 
year stay. It’s not perfect, but it’s always 
been there for me. At times a nagging 
responsibility, at times an oudet for my 
frustration and at other times a truly re¬ 
warding experience. 
In my four years, I’ve become fairly 
well versed in all things Bates athletics- 
related. Thinking back, I believe I’ve 
written about every sport, both men’s 
and women’s, at least once. In addition 
to those 31 varsity sports, I’ve covered 
a host of club sports, conducted inter¬ 
views with fans, coaches, players and 
the athletic director, and written col¬ 
umns ranging in topic from NESCAC 
mascots to heckling to journalistic eti¬ 
quette. 
Along the way I’ve definitely an¬ 
gered more than a few people. Most no¬ 
tably all Boston sports fans and the ma¬ 
jority of the women’s soccer team. I’ve 
been yelled at, called an idiot and had 
plenty of dirty looks cast in my direc¬ 
tion from across commons. I’ve been 
NORA HANAGAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The men’s and women’s track and 
field teams faced off against the Divi¬ 
sion I U-Maine-Black Bears in Orono, 
Maine in a non-scoring meet and the 
captains of both the men’s and women’s 
teams shined. 
Women’s senior captains Dana 
Lindauer and Sara Ellen Godek each 
took first in two events. Lindauer came 
first in the 100m dash with her time of 
12.98 seconds. She also took first, the 
only Bobcat amongst a heat of all Black 
Bears, in the 200m dash, which she 
finished in 26.37 seconds. Godek fin¬ 
ished first in the hammer throw and the 
shotput with her throws of 152-07 and 
40-02.75, respectively. Godek also took 
second in the discus throw. Also run¬ 
ning well was the last of the women’s 
tri-captains and a new addition to the 
team’s leadership in the outdoor season, 
senior Kerri Leonhardt, who finished 
fourth overall and first for Bates in the 
5k with her time of 18:55.60. 
Joining their captains in an excellent 
day of performances were several other 
CAROLINE O’SULLIVAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
In the team’s first NESCAC event 
of the season, men’s tennis dominated 
Colby on Wednesday, March 30th at 
Merrill Indoor Gymnasium, sailing 
to an easy 7-2 win. All three doubles 
matches ended in Bates’ favor. No. 1 
sophomores doubles partners, Matt 
Betties and Rob Crampton took on Jack 
Bryant and Matt Carroll, easily toppling 
them 8-3. Senior Sam Woods and first- 
year Tim Berg had to fight for the win 
at No. 2 doubles in the longest match 
of the day. After lots of back and forth 
play, Woods and Berg finally defeated 
Colby’s Robbie Yee and Sam Batchelder 
9-8(5). Junior Jeff Beaton and First- 
year Ben Bogard rounded out the scor¬ 
ing in doubles play, earning themselves 
an 8-5 win over Jason Ottomano and 
J.uke Martin at the No. 3 position. 
assists. Senior Briana Gross joined her 
on the scoreboard with two goals. First- 
year Bridget Meedzen, junior Caroline 
Pierce and senior Emily Howe had a 
goal each. 
The Bobcats redeemed themselves 
when they edged No. 18 nationally 
ranked Amherst on Saturday, April 2nd. 
Junior Jenna Dannis led the way for the 
Bobcats in arguably her best game of 
the season, scoring four goals and as¬ 
sisting on two others. The 12-7 win was 
the first time the Bobcats beat a ranked 
opponent this season. Fellow junior 
Joan O’Neill also got on the score- 
board several times with four goals of 
her own and one assist. In similar fash¬ 
ion to the past few games, Brallier and 
Gross again made a significant impact 
upfront with two goals and two assists 
charged with being both overly critical 
and of playing favorites. I have been 
challenged in letters to the editor, and 
once I was even physically assaulted at 
an off-campus party for supposedly be¬ 
ing, “The worst [expletive] sports writer 
ever.” Ouch. 
Believe it or not though, this part 
of the experience has been enjoyable. 
Partly because it tells me that I take a 
controversial standing on many issues 
and partly because it tells me that peo¬ 
ple actually read my work. 
The job of Managing Sports Editor 
can often be a challenging one. I have 
had to tiptoe the line between acting as 
our school’s biggest cheerleader, some¬ 
one who shines a good light on our col¬ 
lege’s athletic department, while also 
providing the Bates community with a 
fair and accurate portrayal of the not- 
so-stellar reality of Bates sports. 
Working for The Student has raised 
a lot of questions for me about sports 
writing. What is the role of a sports 
journalist at Bates? Should I promote 
Bates sports unconditionally or should 
I point out the flaws in our teams? 
Should I report strictly the facts or pro¬ 
vide witty and objective opinion? At the 
risk of starting to sound like LeBron 
James in the well-known Nike commer- 
Bobcats. Junior Taylor Pierce took first 
in the long jump with teammate Erin 
Augulewicz taking second. In her first 
time competing in the event, first-year 
thrower Julia Rafferty came third in the 
hammer throw. Sophomore Bud Arens 
came in second in the 1500m and the 
800m. First-year Kallie Nixon came 
third in the 1500m. 
Sophomore Ansley Flanagan ran to 
second in the 400m dash. Junior Eliza¬ 
beth Carleton followed Flanagan in 
third. Sophomore Nora Hanagan came 
third in the 400m hurdles. Overall, the 
women were more than impressed with 
their performances, especially in spite 
of the cold weather and strong wind. 
For the men, national shot put in¬ 
door champion Dave Pless led the way 
in the throws, taking first in both the 
discus and the shot put with his marks 
of 150-02 and 52-04.00, respectively. 
Continuing their success in the throws, 
junior Duncan Briggs finished first in 
the javelin throw with a new personal 
record of 191-09. Senior captain Ryan 
Quinn took first in the 200m dash and 
second in the 100m dash with his times 
of 23.20 and 11.36, respectively. 
In singles play, the top three Bob¬ 
cat players won their matches in straight 
sets; Betties went 6-2, 6-3, Crampton 
went 6-2, 6-2 and Berg went 6-2, 6-1. 
At No. 5 singles Bogard also defeated 
his opponent in straight sets, 6-4, 6-1. 
The success at home against Colby puts 
Bates’ NESCAC record at 1-0. 
Following the win at home, Bates 
travelled to Waltham, Massachusetts to 
play Brandeis on Saturday, April 2nd. 
Brandeis, nationally ranked No. 30 ac¬ 
cording to the Bates Athletics Web site, 
upset the No. 21 ranked Bobcats, win¬ 
ning 6-3. The Brandeis Judges won 
the advantage in doubles action 2-1, 
only losing in the first position. Betties 
and Crampton were able to defeat Si¬ 
mon Miller and Nick White 8-5, before 
both lost to Miller and White in the top 
two singles matches, respectively. The 
middle of the ladder was particularly 
strong for Bates in singles play, as Bfcrg 
each. The most exciting thing to see for 
Bobcat fans was that their team didn’t 
back down and try to kill the clock to 
maintain their lead. Instead, they scored 
on four shots in a row to seal their win. 
At home again the following day 
against Wellesley, the Bobcats produced 
a ciowd-pleasing 19-2 romping. Bates 
opened the game with three straight 
goals, all within the first three minutes 
of the game and led 15-2 at halftime 
before cruising to an easy victory. In to¬ 
tal, an amazing fourteen Bobcats scored 
points during the game. Scoring mul¬ 
tiple points were juniors Maggie Riley 
and Lindsay Thompson and first-years 
Meedzen, Rosie Hale and Shrewsbury. 
Bates will host its fourth home 
game in a row at 5 p.m. this Wednesday, 
April 6th against Southern Maine. 
cial, “What Should I do?” 
Ultimately, I see the answer as both 
easy and complex. The easy answer for 
me has involved combining fact and 
opinion, the statistics with a perspective. 
The true sports fan knows that statistics 
don’t tell the full story. There is almost 
always something more profound than 
the free throw percentage, strike out to¬ 
tal or number of goals scored. To sift 
through the numbers and find the real 
story is any good sports reporter’s job. 
The complexity of the answer 
comes in the form of achieving that 
balance and finding the equilibrium be¬ 
tween praising the teams you support 
and also holding the teams and their 
players — both on the field and off — 
accountable. It’s an inherently difficult 
task, but one that I’ve enjoyed trying to 
confront and overcome over the years. 
I wish I had something more in¬ 
spirational to say, some parting words 
of wisdom for the ever-hopeful Bates 
sports fans, or perhaps some bold pre¬ 
dictions for the future of Bates athlet¬ 
ics. Unfortunately, I don’t. Hope springs 
eternal and I remain optimistic, but all I 
can really say is thank you to the Bates 
community. Whether you liked my writ¬ 
ing or hated it, I appreciate you reading. 
As always, Let’s Go Bobcats! 
Continuing the winning fashion, 
first-year Noah Graboys ran a 14:59.99 
5k for first place, followed .27 seconds 
later by his fellow first-year teammate 
Tully Hannan. Another winning first- 
year was Jarret McKallagat in the 100m 
hurdles, followed in second by sopho¬ 
more Tony Hauser. First-year Ben Levy 
ran to first in the 400m dash. Senior 
Ethan Waldman was second to Pless in 
the discus throw and also third in the 
shot. Also placing second were sopho¬ 
mores James LePage in the 800m run 
and Nick Barron in the 1500m. Barron 
also finished just behind LePage in the 
800m. First-year Chris Halsted was sec¬ 
ond in both the long and triple jump. 
Overall, the Bobcats were more 
than pleased with the outcome of their 
first meet of the season and look to 
improve their times with better weath¬ 
er and the home team advantage this 
weekend, Saturday, April 9th at 12 p.m. 
They will host Colby, MIT and South¬ 
ern Maine. 
Editor’s Note: Nora Hanagan is a mem¬ 
ber of the track and field team. 
defeated Dave Yovanoff at No. 3 in a 
tight match, 6-4, 7-6 (10-8). Beaton also 
had a difficult time keeping pace with 
his opponent Ezra Bernstein, but held 
his ground and managed to come out 
with the 7-6 (7-4), 7-5 (10-7) win. Berg 
and Beaton were the only Bates players 
to win singles matches. 
Bates’ record stands at 6-5 overall. 
The team’s next match will be at home 
over April break on Sunday, April 17th 
against Middlebury (2-0). 
The women’s tennis team traveled 
to New York to take on host Vassar 
College and NESCAC foe Amherst this 
past weekend, but was unable to knock 
off either of the two highly ranked op¬ 
ponents, losing 8-0 to No. 19 Vassar 
and 9-0 to No. 2 Amherst. The team 
dropped to 0-1 in NESCAC play and 
4-7 overall with the losses. The women’s 
team next plays at home against Colby 
(0-2) on Wednesday, April 6th. 
JENNA DANNIS 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bobcat men’s lacrosse team 
evened up their record with a 1-1 week, 
earning a 13-6 non-conference win at 
Southern Maine on Tuesday before 
falling to No. 14 nationally ranked Am¬ 
herst over the weekend. 
On Tuesday, April 29th, the Bob¬ 
cats travelled down to Portland to face 
in-state rival USM in a non-conference 
match up. The Bobcats came out on 
fire, scoring four goals in the first pe¬ 
riod. The attack was jumpstarted by 
recent Bobcat of the Week sopho¬ 
more Gary Guinta, who got Bates on 
the board three minutes into the first 
period. Sophomore C.J. Schmidt, se¬ 
nior attacker Rory Cosgrove and junior 
midfielder Jason Hichborn all found the 
back of the net for the Bobcats. 
Bates didn’t let up in the second 
period, holding USM scoreless for 15 
minutes. Cosgrove scored, opening 
the quarter with two unassisted goals 
to stretch the Bates lead to 6-0. The 
Bobcats entered halftime with a com¬ 
manding 8-0 lead. 
The Huskies capitalized on their 
limited opportunities in the second 
half, and scored the next four goals of 
the period, but the Bobcats were able 
to cap the USM run and control the 
fourth quarter, starting with two quick 
tallies from Cosgrove and Guinta. Solid 
defense and careful possessions on at¬ 
tack allowed first-year Wylie Leabo and 
sophomore Dan Hines to capitalize on 
feeds from Guinta and Starr, respec- 
ISABEL BALLARD 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bobcats broached the NE¬ 
SCAC season this past weekend with 
three losses to conference rival Tufts. 
Bates was outscored 15-8 in the three 
games, falling in a shut out on Saturday, 
April 2nd before losing two one-run 
games in a doubleheader on Sunday, 
April 3rd. 
In the Bobcats’ first NESCAC 
game this season, the team was unable 
to score any runs, falling 5-0 to the Tufts 
Jumbos. It was a tough day for Bates’ 
bats as Tufts’ junior pitcher Kevan Gil¬ 
christ pitched a complete-game shutout. 
Bobcat pitcher junior Karl Alex¬ 
ander allowed 11 hits and five runs 
while striking out three and walking 
one. First-years Tom Baroni and Jeffrey 
Gunn both pitched short periods of 
scoreless relief for Bates. 
The game was tied 0-0 heading into 
the fourth until the Jumbos scored four 
runs in the bottom half of the inning. 
Tufts tacked on another run in the fifth 
to ensure their 5-0 victory. Senior catch¬ 
er Jake Simon and senior captain Chris 
Burke both had two hits for the Bob¬ 
cats, while senior captain Pat Murphy 
went three-for-four at the plate. 
Bates got an opportunity to avenge 
CAROLINE O’SULLIVAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
After a day-long postponement of 
play, Bates softball trekked to Medford, 
Massachusetts on Saturday, April 2nd 
to take on Tufts in the Bobcats’ first 
NESCAC games of the season. Unfor¬ 
tunately, Tufts swept the series, beating 
Bates on Saturday afternoon and then 
twice on Sunday in a doubleheader. 
The losses dropped Bates to 4-5 overall 
and 0-3 in NESCAC play. 
Saturday’s game started out promis¬ 
ing for Bates. The first four Bobcats 
up to bat managed to get on base, and 
junior Monica Berube made it home on 
a fielder’s choice. Tufts brought in one 
runner in the bottom half of the inning 
off a sacrifice fly, tying the score at 1-1. 
In the second, sophomore Mary Lewis 
reached first base after a well-placed 
bunt and scored from first on junior 
Karen Ullmann’s double. Ullmann was 
knocked home by a single from junior 
Courtney Talcott. Bates doubled the 
lead in the third, as Tufts pitcher Lau¬ 
ren Giglio walked two batters with the 
bases loaded, bringing the score to 5-1 
in Bates’ favor. 
Not to be outdone, Tufts scored 
four in the bottom of the third to tie 
the game. In the fifth, the Jumbos 
pulled ahead of the Bobcats with four 
more runs. Tufts’ maintained the lead 
into the seventh, before Bates made 
a final push. Sophomore AnnaMarie 
(Martino led off with a single and theti 
lively. USM scored two more goals, 
however, closing the gap before eventu¬ 
ally falling to Bates by seven goals. All 
five Bobcat goalies - Scharff, Kazarian, 
sophomore Alex Henrie and first-years 
Mac Lee and Doug Steinberg were able 
to pick up minutes and saves in the con¬ 
test. 
On Saturday, April 2nd, the Bob¬ 
cats travelled down to Amherst to take 
on the No. 14 nationally ranked Lord 
Jeffs. Unfortunately, Amherst jumped 
out to a quick four-goal lead and never 
looked back. 
Despite giving up the first four 
goals of the game, the Bobcats made a 
run at the end of the first period with 
unassisted tallies from first-year attacker 
Will Gilkeson and sophomore defender 
Charlie Clark to cut the lead to two. 
Cosgrove opened the second period 
with another unassisted goal for the 
Bobcats, cutting the Lord Jeff’s early 
lead to just one goal. After three sub¬ 
sequent Amherst goals, Leabo again cut 
the Amherst lead back to three, scoring 
an unassisted tally with three minutes 
remaining in the half. The score was 7-4 
Amherst at halftime. Despite a late run 
with goals from sophomores Kyle Starr 
and Dan Hines, the Bobcats could not 
close the gap and the Lord Jeffs eventu¬ 
ally won 15-8. 
On Tuesday, April 5th, the Bobcats 
hit the road to take on former NCAA 
Champions Tufts in a NESCAC match 
up, before hosting conference rival 
Connecticut College on Saturday, April 
9th. 
the loss in a doubleheader with Tufts 
the following day. Unfortunately for the 
Bobcats, the first NESCAC win proved 
unattainable as Bates dropped both 
games. 
The Bobcats fought hard on Sun¬ 
day, losing by only one run in each 
game. The first game ended 7-6 and the 
second 3-2. In the first game of the day, 
Bates led 2-0 early on after a two-run 
homer by senior Gordy Webb in the 
second inning. The Jumbos came back 
with four runs in the third inning and 
another in the fourth to take the lead at 
5-2. Bates put together a rally of its own 
in the fifth inning, scoring four runs to 
make a 6-5 advantage out of Murphy’s 
two-run single and Chris Burke’s two- 
run double. Unfortunately, the Jumbos 
came back to gain the lead on a passed 
ball in the bottom of the sixth and 
Tufts held on for the 7-6 victor}'. 
The second game was an even clos¬ 
er affair, and was tied 2-2 in the bottom 
of the ninth inning with two outs when 
the Jumbos managed to knock home a 
runner to win the game and sweep the 
series. The Bobcats are now 0-3 in the 
NESCAC and 6-10 overall. They hope 
to claim their first conference win in 
their home opener on Friday, April 8th 
against Bowdoin. 
advanced to second on a passed ball. 
She then scored on junior Kristin Finn’s 
single. Lewis and Ullmann reached to 
load the bases for Talcott, who drew an 
RBI walk to make the score 9-7 Jumbos. 
The Bobcats run was swiftly halted, 
however, when Tufts’ Giglio was re¬ 
placed by Rebecca DiBiase, who struck 
out two and forced a ground out to end 
the game. 
Sunday’s games were equally dis¬ 
heartening for Bates, as they fell 9-3 and 
8-0 in doubleheader play. 
In the first game, Tufts opened with 
a quick three runs in the bottom of the 
first. Bates chipped away at their lead, 
scoring one run in each of the next two 
innings. In the fifth, Tufts pulled way 
ahead, putting five runs on the board. 
Lewis hit an RBI single in the sixth cut¬ 
ting the deficit to 8-3, but Bates was 
unable to muster any further offense. 
Finn took the loss for Bates allowing 
nine runs on 14 hits in six innings. 
In the second game on Sunday, tal¬ 
ented Tufts pitching kept the Bobcat 
bats quiet and led the Jumbos to the 
8-0 win. Bates played strong defense 
through the third, allowing just one run 
from Tufts. The Jumbos earned three 
runs in the fourth, however, and then 
sealed the victory in the fifth with two 
more. Gattuso endured the loss for 
Bates with eight runs allowed on 10 hits 
in four and 1/3 innings. 
The team next plays its first home 
series of the season against Trinity this 
weekend. » „ 
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